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Responding to ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents in Australia
Gene Hodgins and Anthony Saliba, Charles Sturt University

Note: The following article presents a summary of research that was undertaken for the NSW Police Force in 2014 to provide a review of the relevant worldwide ‘active shooter’ literature. The aims of the research were to identify: what makes a situation an ‘active shooter’ incident; the characteristics of previous
‘active shooter’ incidents, how they have been dealt with, and what has been found to work; and current ‘best practice’ for police in dealing effectively with
an ‘active shooter’ incident (for full report see: Hodgins & Saliba, 2014). While the full report covers the international literature, the following article focuses on
Australian ‘active shooter’ incidents and recommended police responses.

Definition of an ‘Active Shooter’ Incident
An ‘active shooter’ incident is a term used to describe a situation in
which a shooting is in progress and an aspect of the crime may affect
the protocols used in responding to and reacting at the scene of the
incident. Unlike a defined crime, such as a murder or mass killing, the
‘active’ aspect inherently implies that both law enforcement personnel
and citizens have the potential to affect the outcome of the event
based upon their responses (Blair & Schweit, 2014).
A consensus definition across Australian and U.S. jurisdictions of an
‘active shooter’ is:
A person(s) armed with a firearm(s) who is actively engaged in
killing or attempting to cause serious harm to multiple people in a
populated location.
Unlike other shooting homicides, ‘active shooter’ incidents are
normally quick, people are killed indiscriminately, and the perpetrator’s
aim is to kill as many people as possible (while deterring a police
response and normally not taking hostages).
Therefore an ‘active shooter’ incident is a highly specific type of
situation the police and public may face, and is differentiated from
similar incidents such as family shootings, gang shootings, sieges,
revenge/infatuation killings and serial killings. It is also distinguished
from other mass killings such as bombings, fires and vehicular multiple
deaths.
As a further indication of the difference between an ‘active shooter’
incident and other homicides, Lankford (2013) states that in the U.S.,
only about 4% of murderers commit murder-suicide. At a global level,
fewer than 3% of terrorist attacks are suicidal in nature. By contrast,
38% of ‘active shooters’ who attacked in the U.S. between 1966 and
2010 committed suicide by their own hand, an unknown additional
percentage committed ‘suicide by cop’, and overall 48% of these
offenders died as a result of their attacks (Kelly, 2010). This suggests
that ‘active shooters’ can be quite different to other perpetrators of
murder or terrorism (Lankford, 2013).

Research from the United States
The vast majority of the literature on ‘active shooter’ incidents comes
from the U.S., with limited literature available from the U.K., Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere. The disparity of literature
found from different countries regarding ‘active shooter’ incidents and
practices in confronting them is not surprising given the number of
‘active shooter’ incidents that have occurred in the U.S. (160 between
2000-2013, compared to 14 in Australia between 1975-2014).
A number of important research reports have been released recently
in the U.S. that provide comprehensive data on all ‘active shooter’
incidents that have occurred there since the year 2000. These include
two reports through the FBI (Blair & Schweit, 2014; Blair, Martaindale
& Nichols, 2014) and one through Texas State University (Blair &
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Martaindale, 2013). They all found that there has been a noticeable
increase in the number of ‘active shooter’ incidents per year in this
time.

Analysis of ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents in Australia
While a large number of ‘active shooter’ incidents have occurred in
the U.S., in the context of a specific ‘gun culture’, Australia is not
immune to ‘active shooter’ incidents. Several significant incidents have
occurred here in public spaces, business areas, and universities over
the past 30 years.
The Port Arthur, Hoddle Street, Strathfield, and Queen Street incidents
in particular demonstrate that ‘active shooter’ mass casualty attacks
in Australia remain a real and persistent threat to the community
(ANZCTC, 2013). And when they do occur here, their broad profile is
that attackers usually use rifles or shotguns, they don’t discriminate
amongst their victims, they are extremely unpredictable, and the
shootings occur rapidly. For example:
“Saturday afternoon, 17 August 1991, Wade Frankum walked into a
shopping plaza in the Sydney suburb of Strathfield. He sat down at a
café, placing the bag he was carrying next to him. He drank several
cups of coffee. Behind him sat two teenage girls. Frankum looked
like an average guy. No one could have guessed that concealed
in Frankum’s bag was a large hunting knife and Chinese made
SKS semi-automatic rifle. At approximately 3.30 pm, and without
provocation, Frankum withdrew the large hunting knife, stood up,
spun around and repeatedly stabbed one of the two teenage girls
sitting behind him. Snatching the SKS semi-automatic weapon, he
then opened fire on innocent café patrons. In less than ten minutes,
seven people were shot dead and a further six wounded. The
nightmare ended just as police arrived. Frankum turned the gun
on himself and fired. None of the victims were personally known to
Frankum.”
(Johnstone, 2014)
In a recent example of an ‘active shooter’ incident that was prevented
in NSW in August 2009, police arrested four men in association with a
plot targeting the Holsworthy Army Barracks, where several Australian
Defence Force units involved in overseas deployments were based.
The perpetrators planned to infiltrate the barracks and shoot as many
people as possible (ANZCTC, 2013).
In Australia, the characteristics of ‘active shooter’ incidents since 1975
and how they have been responded to are summarised in Table 1.
While heterogeneous in nature, summary data from these 14 incidents
are given in Table 2 (with comparisons to summary data from one
report from the U.S.).
Norris (2013) states that the formation of Special Weapons and
Tactical Response Groups in Australia significantly removed the
responsibility of general duties police to deal with high-risk incidents
(as also occurred in the U.S.), including the skills, training and
experience they would require to do so.
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Following Columbine the traditional ‘contain and negotiate’ response
to ‘active shooters’ in the U.S. was gradually replaced by a tactic
that takes into account the presence of an ‘active shooter’ whose
interest is to kill, not to take hostages. Police officers became trained
to first assess the danger and if the danger is imminent, officers were
instructed to move toward the sound of gunfire at a sustained pace to
stop the ‘active shooter’.

In Australia the current strategy of ‘containment and negotiation’
has created a reliance on tactical units to resolve almost all high-risk
situations, including ‘active shooter’ incidents.

Responses to ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents
in the United States

Once the shooter had been identified, officers were to either disarm
them if possible or kill them. Their goal was to stop the shooter at
all costs; they were to walk past wounded victims, as the aim was
to prevent the shooter from killing or wounding more people (Cullen,
2009; Garrett, 2007). As Cullen (2009) has noted, “The active protocol
has proved successful at numerous shootings during the past decade.
At Virginia Tech alone, it probably saved dozens of lives.” The literature
indicates that these new approaches were not easy to implement,
with difficult issues arising including that a faster response could be
more dangerous for responding officers; and ‘active shooter’ incidents
are inherently dangerous, uncertain and dynamic by their nature
(PERF, 2014).

The shootings at Columbine High School in Colorado in 1999 were
a watershed event for police responses to ‘active shooter’ incidents
in the U.S. Soon after the shootings started, two police officers
exchanged fire with one of the teenage gunmen just outside the school
door, then they stopped — as they had been trained to do — to wait
for a SWAT team.
During the 45 minutes it took for the SWAT team to assemble and
go in, the shooters shot 10 of the 13 people they killed that day.
The killers committed suicide around the time the SWAT team
finally entered.

Table 1 – Australian ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents
Event

Date

Perpetrator

Duration

Killed

Wounded

Weapons

How Ended

Who Ended

Spring Hill

22 Sept 1976

William Wilson

15 mins –
shooting
3 hrs – siege

2

4

.22 calibre rifle

Hostages and siege – arrested

Specialist police

Kimberley

June 1987

Joseph Schwab

5 days

5

-

.223 semi-automatic
rifle

After 5 more days, shot dead
by police

Specialist police

Hoddle Street

9 Aug 1987

Julian Knight

45 minutes

7

19

.22 calibre rifle highpowered rifle
pump-action shotgun

Surrendered to police

General duties police

Queen Street

8 Dec 1987

Frank Vitkovic

7 minutes

8

5

Sawn-off semiautomatic rifle

Subdued by victims – committed
suicide

Victims, then suicide

Burleigh Heads

17 April 1990

Rodney Dale

30 minutes

1

7

.22 calibre rifle
Pump-action shotgun

Shot by police and surrendered

General duties police

Surry Hills

30 Aug 1990

Paul Evers

10 minutes

5

-

12 gauge pump-action
shotgun

Surrendered to police

General duties police

Strathfield

17 Aug 1991

Wade Frankum

10 minutes

6

6

Hunting knife
semi-automatic rifle

Ended just as police arrived –
suicide

Suicide

Central Coast

27 Oct 1992

Malcolm Baker

2 hours

6

1

12 gauge pump-action
shotgun

Surrendered at police station

General duties police

Cangai Siege

March 1993

Leonard Leabeater
Robert Steele
Raymond Bassett

5 days

5

-

Multiple weapons

26 hour siege
Leabeater – suicide
Steele & Bassett – surrendered
to police

Specialist police

Fawkner, Vic

5 Dec 1994

Fotios Diakonidis

90 minutes

2

3

M1 semi-automatic rifle
Ruger rifle

Shot dead by police

Specialist police

Port Arthur

April 1996

Martin Bryant

2 days

35

21

2 semi-automatic rifles

Arrested by police after overnight
siege – 32 killed before first
police arrived

Specialist police

LaTrobe University

3 August 1999

Jonathan Horrocks

5 minutes

1

1

.38 calibre revolver
handgun

Overpowered by staff

Victims

East Melb
Abortion Clinic

16 July 2001

Peter Knight

5 minutes

1

-

rifle

Overpowered by staff

Victims

Monash University

21 Oct 2002

Huan Yun Xiang

5 minutes

2

5

6 handguns

Lecturers and students subdued for
30 minutes until police arrived

Victims
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Table 2 – Characteristics of Australian Compared to U.S. ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents
Characteristics

Australia (N = 14; 1975-2014)1

United States (N = 110; 2000-2012)2

Location of Attacks

64% outdoors
14% business
14% university
7% other

19% outdoors
40% business
29% school/university
12% other

Number of people shot

Median = 6.5

Median = 5

Shooter profile

93% involved single shooters
all male

all single shooters
94% male

Shooter equipment

50% had multiple weapons
7% had a knife

33% multiple weapons
5% body armour; 3% IEDs

Most powerful weapon

64% rifle
14% shotgun
14% handgun
7% unknown

26% rifle
8% shotgun
59% handgun
7% unknown

Duration time (shooting)

Median = 22.5 minutes

N/A

Event resolution:
– How incident was resolved

36% (5) surrender
29% (4)subdued by victims
21% (3) suicide
21% (3) siege
14% (2) shot dead by police

11% (11) surrender/leaves
6% (17) subdued by victims
42% (44) suicide 9%
(9) subdued by police 22%
(23) shot by police

– Who resolved the incident

36% (5) specialist police
29% (4) general duties police
29% (4) victims
21% (3) suicide

37% (38) police
16% (17) victims
42% (44) suicide
5% (5) attacker leaves

– Before police arrived

36% (5) ended before police arrived
• 29% (4) subdued by victims
o 29% (4) physically
o 0% (0) shot attacker
• 14% (2) suicide

49% (51) ended before police arrived:
• 16% (17) subdued by victims
o 13% (14) physically
o 3% (3) shot attacker
• 28% (29) suicide
• 5% (5) attacker leaving the scene
8% (8) the attacker shot the responding officers

Then in 2011-2012 in the U.S. a number of high profile ‘active shooter’
incidents occurred:
• Tucson, Arizona, where 6 people died and 13 more were wounded
(including U.S. Representative Gabrielle Giffords)
• Aurora, Colorado, where a man walked into a movie theatre and
killed 12 people and wounded another 58
• Oak Creek, Wisconsin, a shooting in a Sikh temple left 6 people
dead and 4 more wounded
• Newtown, Connecticut, at Sandy Hook Elementary School, where
a man broke into the school and killed 20 first graders and 6 staff
members.
In response to these incidents, U.S. President Barack Obama
in January 2013 presented a plan to reduce gun violence. One
of the results of this plan was the announcement of expanded
training for ‘active shooter’ incidents for law enforcement officers,
first responders and school officials, including measures through
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS; www.dhs.gov/
active-shooter-preparedness), and the U.S. Department of Justice,
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI; www.fbi.gov/about-us/cirg/
active-shooter-and-mass-casualty-incidents; www.alerrt.org).
Changes in police response to ‘active shooter’ incidents have also
occurred in other countries such as Canada, the U.K. and New
Zealand. In Canada for example (where there have been at least 9
Australasian Policing A Journal of Professional Practice and Research

Note
– Not all percentages add up to
100% due to multiple occurrences in
some incidents
1 Hodgins & Saliba, 2014
2 Blair, Martaindale & Nichols, 2014

‘active shooter’ incidents since 1975), the literature indicates that
after the Ecole Polytechnique shootings in 1989 in Montreal (14
killed and 14 injured) some police jurisdictions in Canada changed
their training and policy so that first responders to ‘active shooter’
incidents endeavoured to reduce or suppress the threat posed by the
perpetrator as quickly as possible. This is credited to have had some
effect at the Dawson College shootings in 2006 (where there was 1
killed, 19 injured):
About the police response to the Dawson College shootings …
“Delorme [Montreal police Chief Yvan Delorme] also said the lessons
learned from the Montreal Massacre [Ecole Polytechnique] about the
need to co-ordinate emergency services and act promptly helped
save lives. “Before, our technique was to establish a perimeter
around the place and wait for the SWAT team,” Delorme said. “Now,
the first police officers go right inside. The way they acted, saved
lives.” … “Their training kicked in and they did what they had to do,”
… since Ecole Polytechnique, police have been trained specifically
to enter a building as a group where gunshots have been fired.”
(Rakobowchuk, 2006)
It is also noted that the recent ‘active shooter’ incident in Canada this
year (Parliament Hill, Ottawa, 2014) was ended by the Sergeant-atArms shooting the offender.
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Best Practice in Responding to ‘Active Shooter’
Incidents
As indicated above, a discernable shift has occurred in some overseas
jurisdictions in the way ‘active shooter’ incidents are responded to. A
number of key reports and documents that best reflect the literature
regarding the current best practice for police in dealing effectively with
an ‘active shooter’ incident are:
• Australia-New Zealand Counter-Terrorism Committee (ANZCTC)
(2013). Active Shooter Guidelines for Places of Mass Gathering

Norris (2013) states that ‘active shooter’ tactics such as those
outlined above would be a significant departure from the prevalent
Australian police strategy of containment and negotiation during a
high-risk incident. However, they are not intended to replace ‘contain
and negotiate’ tactics which should still be used in the vast majority
of high-risk / hostage situations. Rather, they are designed to give
appropriate skills and knowledge to police first responders in situations
that require immediate action to save lives, such as ‘active shooter’
incidents.

• Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) (2014). The Police
Response to Active Shooter Incidents

Implications for Australian Policing

• Blair, J.P., Martaindale, M.H. & Nichols, T. (2014). Active shooter
events from 2000 to 2012

So what does this mean for police in Australia in relation to responding
to ‘active shooter’ incidents? The literature and data reviewed in this
paper indicates that Australian police services need ‘active shooter’
policies and procedures. As has been shown ‘active shooter’ incidents
are fundamentally different from other shooting homicides and hostage
situations, because of the pressure on police to respond as quickly as
possible to stop the killing and wounding of victims. ‘Active shooter’
polices should be built around the reality that even a one-minute delay
in responding may result in multiple additional fatalities.

• Blair, J.P. & Martaindale, M.H. (2013). United States Active Shooter
Events from 2000 to 2010: Training and Equipment Implications
• Schweit, K.W. (2013, May). Addressing the Problem of the Active
Shooter
• Blair, J.P., Nichols, T., Burns, D. & Curnutt, J.R. (2013). Active
Shooter: Events and Response
After acknowledging the heterogeneity of ‘active shooter’ incidents,
and the dominance of literature from the USA, the literature indicates
that there are a number of themes relating to the most utilised,
evidence-based and recommended practice models for police in
responding to such incidents. These themes are:
• Due to the dynamic nature of ‘active shooter’ incidents, specialist
and highly trained and equipped police may be unable to respond
to the scene in a timely manner – therefore uniformed general-duties
police officers may need to respond and manage them to their
conclusion
• The main objective of police first responders should be to save lives
and prevent further loss of life or injuries, including to themselves
• The focus of the police response should be to reduce or suppress
the threat posed by the ‘active shooter’ as quickly as possible. To
achieve this, first responders may initially need to keep moving past
casualties and panicked people to try and contain the threat as
quickly as possible
• Any delays in responding to an ‘active shooter’ incident can result
in more lives being lost
• Traditional cordon, contain and negotiate strategies are unlikely
to be effective in reducing the time a shooter has to achieve their
desired outcomes, or limiting their freedom of movement
• Responding officers should be prepared to use force, to utilise
breaching skills to defeat barricades, and to operate outdoors
• If responding officers are to intervene quickly, they need to have
appropriate ‘active shooter’ training, access to appropriate firearms
(eg. rifles) and protection (eg. body armour), and should also have
appropriate medical training to allow them to stabilize victims where
needed

In developing such policies and procedures, as well as taking into
account the relevant literature and best practice models, the health
and safety of police officers must be balanced with considerations
of public safety. Also, such policies and procedures should be
unambiguously clear – if they are vague or highly interpretable based
on complex variables, there is a probability that a police first responder
may take a significant risk in actively responding, or leave themselves
open for criticism by not actively responding.
Based on the current review of the literature and the number of
‘active shooter’ incidents that have occurred in Australia, ‘active
shooter’ policies and procedures for Australian police services could
encapsulate either of the following:
1. Police first responders actively seek to neutralize the offender (after
being given appropriate training and access to resources)
2. Police first responders secure and contain the situation, and wait
for specifically trained units to arrive (of which this backup may be
different – ie. more localized and quicker – than what is currently
often available).
If the first intervention is decided upon, the literature suggests that:
• There is an inherent risk to police first responders
• If the ‘active shooter’ situation is still active when police first
responders arrive (ie. perpetrators are still shooting), active
intervention may well save lives
• Police first responders must be appropriately trained to respond
to ‘active shooters’ (including testing with realistic scenarios, and
trained in emergency medical care), with refresher training at
appropriate intervals

• Integrated response models between police, fire and emergency
medical services for ‘active shooter’ incidents are preferable

• Police first responders must be properly equipped (including
firearms – eg. rifles – and protective equipment – eg. body armour)

• Research and resources should be utilised in the prevention of
‘active shooter’ incidents.

• Recognition that such tactics would be a significant departure
from the current Australian police strategy of ‘containment and
negotiation’, however they are not intended to replace ‘contain and
negotiate’ tactics which should still be used in the vast majority
of high-risk / hostage situations. Rather, they are designed to
give appropriate skills and knowledge to police first responders in
situations that require immediate action to save lives.

How these themes have resulted in practice models and policy, and
have been implemented in various jurisdictions and countries does
differ because of many factors (including societal mores and ‘gun
culture’, incident settings, police resources, and geography).
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If the second intervention is decided upon, the literature suggests that:
• People may be killed and injured by the ‘active shooter’ while police
first responders wait for trained units to arrive
• The specifically trained units/personnel that police first responders
wait to arrive may be different to what is currently available (eg. as in
the U.K. regionally-based specifically trained and equipped officers
could be made available).
In deciding between these interventions, a number of considerations
would need to be taken into account. These include: the probability
of ‘active shooter’ incidents occurring in Australia; potential distances
involved for police in travelling to an ‘active shooter’ incident
(especially in regional Australia); differences in levels of gun violence
and ‘gun culture’ between Australia and the U.S.; and in a country as
geographically large as Australia quick responses from even regional
specialized units may be a substantial challenge.
Developing policies and procedures for dealing with ‘active shooter’
incidents can be a vexing issue, which may be best summed up by
the following:
“Officers have a job to do and no one expects them to become
kamikaze warriors to save lives. However, few expect them to remain
passive observers of violence, either. Somewhere in-between these
two extremes exists a realistic policy that combines the proper
balance of both officer and public safety.”
(Armellino, 2007)

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI): Active Shooter Event: Quick reference guide. www.fbi.
gov/about-us/cirg/active-shooter-and-mass-casualty-incidents/active-shooter-event-quickreference-guide-04-29-14
Garrett, R. (2007). Marching to the sound of gunshots: Virginia Tech incident puts emphasis
on active shooter response”. Law Enforcement Technology, 34(6), 54–63.
Hodgins, G. & Saliba, A. (2014). ‘Active Shooter’ Literature Review: Report. Charles Sturt
University.
Johnstone, P. (2014, April 7). Dealing with an active shooter situation. Australian Security
Magazine: www.australiansecuritymagazine.com.au/2014/04/dealing-with-an-activeshooter-situation/
Kelly, R. (2010). Active Shooter: Recommendations and analysis for risk mitigation. New
York City Police Department
Lankford, A. (2013). Mass shooters in the USA, 1966–2010: Differences between attackers
who live and die. Justice Quarterly. DOI: 10.1080/07418825.2013.806675
Morrissey, J. (2011, July 1). EMS response to active-shooter incidents. EMS World Journal:
www.emsworld.com/article/10279321/ems-response-to-active-shooter-incidents
Norris, G. (2013, September). Responding to an Active Shooter. Australian Police Journal:
apjl.com.au/issues/year/2013
Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) (2014). The Police Response to Active Shooter
Incidents. Police Executive Research Forum (PERF). www.policeforum.org/active-shooterreport
Rakobowchuk, P (2006, September 14). Lessons learned from Montreal massacre help
save lives. Canoe Network: C News: cnews.canoe.ca/CNEWS/Canada/2006/09/14/
pf-1839448.html
Ready Houston: Run. Hide. Fight – Active shooter video. www.readyhoustontx.gov/videos.
html
Schweit, K.W. (2013, May). Addressing the Problem of the Active Shooter. FBI Law
Enforcement Bulletin: leb.fbi.gov/2013/may/addressing-the-problem-of-the-active-shooter
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Responding to ‘Active Shooter’ Incidents in Australia

For the Public:
Responding to an ‘Active Shooter’ Incident
Research over the last decade has bolstered the idea that
people at the scene of an ‘active shooter’ incident have a better
chance of survival if they take an active stance rather than
waiting to be rescued by the police, who in many cases cannot
get there fast enough to prevent some loss of life (Goode, 2013).

Run

For example, of the 14 ‘active shooter’ incidents that occurred in
Australia since 1975, 4 were resolved as a result of the shooter
being subdued by victims, and 3 because of the suicide of the
perpetrator.

• Evacuees should leave behind their belongings, visualise their
entire escape route before beginning to move, and avoid
using elevators. Maintaining concealment or cover while
moving is also important

For example in April 2007 at the Virginia Tech massacre in the
U.S.:
In two classrooms, the students and instructors tried to hide
or play dead after Mr. Cho entered. Nearly all were shot,
and most died. In a third classroom, Prof. Liviu Librescu, a
Holocaust survivor, told his students to jump out the secondstory window while he tried to hold the classroom door shut,
delaying Mr. Cho from coming in. Professor Librescu was
killed, but many of the students survived, and only three were
injured by gunfire. In another classroom, where the students
and teacher blocked the door with a heavy desk and held it in
place, Mr. Cho could not get in, and everyone lived.
(Goode, 2013)
Therefore, fast and effective police response comprises only
part of the answer to limiting the damage done during these
incidents. Also important are the actions that civilians take
to protect themselves during an ‘active shooter’ incident. It
therefore follows that civilians should be prepared in what to do
if one of these incidents occurs.
A variety of resources are available to advise civilians and
organizations on such responses, including the following:
• Active Shooter: How to Respond Resource Materials, US
DHS – www.dhs.gov/active-shooter-preparedness

• Run away to a safe location if a safe path is available
• Always try and escape and encourage others to leave with
you but don’t let the indecision of others slow down your own
effort to escape

• Once you are safe, try to prevent others from walking into the
danger zone and call police

Hide
• If you cannot evacuate safely, find a place to hide – find a
secure area and lockdown
• If possible when hiding, turn out the lights, lock doors and
blockade them with heavy furniture, cover all windows, remain
silent, and silence the ringer and vibration mode on your
mobile phone

Fight
• If the option of hiding is adopted, individuals may also need
to consider options to disrupt and/or incapacitate the active
shooter in the event they are located
• This can include using or throwing available objects or
using aggressive force, working together or alone, when
confronted, to overcome the situation
• Such action should only be taken as a last resort and in order
to protect the life of the individual or others in that area.

Police Response

• Active Shooter Event: Quick reference guide, FBI – www.fbi.gov/
about-us/cirg/active-shooter-and-mass-casualty-incidents/
active-shooter-event-quick-reference-guide-04-29-14

• In an attack involving firearms a police officer’s priority is
to protect lives. In an ‘active shooter’ incident, this usually
means locating the offender as quickly as possible, even if
it means initially moving past people who need help. Please
remember:

• Run. Hide. Fight – Active shooter video, Ready Houston –
www.readyhoustontx.gov/videos.html

– At first police officers may not be able to distinguish you
from the gunman

• Active Shooter Guidelines for Places of Mass Gathering,
ANZCTC,
2013
–
www.nationalsecurity.gov.au/
Mediaandpublications/Publications/Documents/activeshooter-guidelines-places-mass-gathering.pdf

– Police officers may be armed and could point guns in your
direction

These resources endorse the teaching technique of ‘Run, Hide,
Fight’ (or a variant of this) to explain to civilians how they can
protect themselves and others around them during an ‘active
shooter’ incident.

– Promptly follow any instructions given.
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– They may initially move past you in search of the gunman
– Avoid quick movements or shouting and keep your hands
in view
• Be aware that police may enter your location at some stage
to secure the building and locate people that have hidden
from the threat.
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Methamphetamine use among
Australian Police Detainees
Susan Goldsmid and Rick Brown, Australian Institute of Criminology

Introduction

Method

Police are on the frontline, dealing with the harms associated with

The DUMA program is a Commonwealth funded research initiative
that has been run by the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) since
1999. The aims of the program are to improve the quality of data
available on illicit drug use in the offender population; provide an early
warning system for changes in patterns of illicit drug use; and provide
data to law enforcement to assist in planning, risk assessment and
policy initiatives.

illegal drug use. The National Drug Strategy noted that the role of
police included the management and control of harms and risks
associated with the extreme behaviours displayed by amphetamine
type stimulants users (Ministerial Council on Drug Strategy 2011).
Since publication of the National Drug Strategy, methamphetamine
has been identified as a substance of particular concern to police
and other frontline service personnel (Law Reform, Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee 2014).
In order for police to develop best practice in managing
methamphetamine affected offenders and associated risks, police
must first understand the nature and extent of the problem.
Methamphetamine has, in part, been identified as of national concern
due to intoxication and withdrawal effects. Methamphetamine is a
stimulant. It impacts upon the user’s central nervous system and
hastens the messages from the brain to the body, resulting in feelings
of alertness, confidence, energy and wakefulness (ADF 2014).
Long-term use of methamphetamine has been associated with a
number of adverse psychological outcomes, including anxiety, mood
disturbances, psychosis, paranoia and delusions (McKetin et al.
2013). Methamphetamine use has also been linked with violence via
psychosis or through intoxication - whereby the cues that control
aggressive behaviour are inhibited (Sommers & Baskin-Sommers
2006; Baberg et al. 1996; Sexton et al. 2009).
However, the Victorian Parliamentary Ice Inquiry concluded that the
link between use and violence required further research (Law Reform,
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee 2014). Presenting difficulties
in terms of police control, methamphetamine use can increase
levels of arousal, intensify emotions, and produce difficulties with
communication and interpersonal interaction (Sommers & BaskinSommers 2006).
Methamphetamine users in police custody are also likely to experience
intoxication effects over a much longer time period, than users of other
substances. The elimination half-life of methamphetamine (8 to 13
hours) is considerably longer than that of a number of other illicit drugs,
such as cocaine, which has an elimination half-life of 1 to 3 hours.

AIC personnel and local researchers interview police detainees at
select police stations and watch-houses on a quarterly basis. All
detainees at the station/watch-house during the four week data
collection period are invited to participate. Participation is voluntary
and confidential.
Detainees are excluded from participating if they have been in police
custody for more than 96 hours; have been in a custodial setting
within the 48 hours prior to arrest; are highly intoxicated; are potentially
violent; are mentally unfit; or require the use of an interpreter. Police
custody managers can also exclude a detainee from participating on
other grounds.
Participation is in two parts: 1) completion of an interviewer-assisted
self-report questionnaire about demographics, alcohol and other drug
use, past criminal justice system contact and drug attribution data;
and 2) provision of a urine sample.
Detainees can complete the survey and elect not to provide a urine
sample. Since 2013, urine samples have been collected on a biannual
basis; prior to 2013 they were collected each quarter.
Collection of a urine sample is an important and unique part of the
project as it provides an objective measure of recent illicit drug use. All
urine samples are subjected to urinalysis at an independent laboratory
and tested for five classes of drugs – amphetamines, benzodiazepines,
cannabis, cocaine and opiates. Positive test results indicate recent use
of that drug by the offender.
The collection of data on illicit drug use, via urinalysis, over 16 years of
the DUMA program provides the AIC with an unprecedented ability to
monitor and detect changes in illicit drug use trends in the Australian
police detainee population.
Since 1999, 51,748 detainees have been interviewed and 37,398
urine samples collected. The majority of detainees interviewed are
male (approximately 80 percent), which is representative of the gender
composition of the overall Australian detainee population.

This means that it takes 8 to 13 hours for half of the consumed dose of
methamphetamine to be eliminated from the user’s system. Therefore,
many hours after entering custody, police may still have to manage
risks to the offender in terms of their level of intoxication.
The

current

study

examined

the

national

prevalence

of

methamphetamine use among Australian police detainees using data
derived from the Drug Use Monitoring in Australia Program (DUMA).
Further, the data were examined to reveal recent trends in use among
police detainees.
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Results
Figure one shows the percentage of adult police detainees per year
who tested positive to methamphetamine via urinalysis between 2002
and 2014. The data is presented at a national level and includes
data collected at the Adelaide, East Perth, Bankstown, Kings
Cross and Brisbane sites. Since 2009, there has been a notable
rise in the proportion of detainees returning a positive urine test to
methamphetamine.
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Note: Includes five long-term DUMA sites – Adelaide, Bankstown, Brisbane, East Perth and Kings Cross
Source: AIC DUMA collection 2002-14 [computer file]

In 2014, 37 percent of detainees, who provided urine samples, tested
positive to methamphetamine. This is up six percentage points from
2013 and up 23 percentage points from 2009, which was the lowest
recorded rate of use in the 2002 to 2014 period.
This rise in methamphetamine use does not reflect a general rise in illicit
drug use among detainees, with rates of cannabis, heroin, cocaine
and benzodiazepines remaining relatively constant or decreasing
over this period. Examining methamphetamine trends at a site level,
between 2013 and 2014 there was a rise in the level of positive tests
for methamphetamine at all sites, although the magnitude of this
rise varied. A 10 percentage point rise in use was recorded at Kings
Cross, a seven percentage point rise at East Perth, a five percentage

point rise at Brisbane, a four percentage point rise at Adelaide and a
one percentage point rise at Bankstown. Differences in prevalence
of use at local sites can reflect differences in availability, quality or
preference for substances at the local level. It may also reflect DUMA
methodology, with higher numbers of detainees being interviewed at
some sites.
In 2014, the majority of methamphetamine using detainees reported
that on their last occasion of use they had consumed Ice (45%) (see
Figure 2). This was followed by 31 percent of users who reported
consuming white rock. Rates of consumption of powder based (4%)
or liquid forms (2%) of methamphetamine on last occasion of use were
substantially lower.

Source: AIC DUMA collection 2014 [computer file]
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Nineteen percent of users reported consuming other forms of
methamphetamine – these mostly included descriptions of consuming
crystal based or mixed forms. Crystal based forms of methamphetamine
are generally purer than powder based forms. In 2014, 69 percent of
recent methamphetamine users (i.e., users of methamphetamine in
the past 12 months) reported injecting methamphetamine on at least
one occasion in the 12 months prior to interview.

Discussion
Nationally, methamphetamine use is increasing in the police detainee
population. This means that the likelihood of police being in contact
with methamphetamine users is also rising. Users in contact with the
criminal justice system are likely to differ from users not involved in
crime. Specifically, methamphetamine using police detainees are likely
to use methamphetamine more frequently, consume purer forms and
be poly-drug users than users in the general community.
These differences may increase risks to the detainee in terms of
physical and psychological health complaints, and risks to police and
the community in terms of aggression or behavioural disturbances.
Intoxication effects associated with methamphetamine use such as
difficulties communicating, intensified emotions and psychological
disturbances may render ineffective some policing strategies
commonly used to control and manage detainees. For example,
verbal commands may not be understood by intoxicated detainees. In
addition, police engagement in use of force options, including arrest
procedures, may be perceived as a threat and elicit an aggressive
response. There may be a requirement to develop methamphetamine
specific policies and procedures to assist police to overcome
challenges experienced during initial interactions, arrest and custody
of methamphetamine users.
Methamphetamine use also presents psychological and physical
health risks to the offender, particularly when intoxication is coupled
with physical exertion. Users can be at risk of seizures, cardiac arrest
and organ failure if acute psychostimulant toxicity occurs (Baker,
Whyte & Carr 2004). In recognition of these risks, the National
Drug Strategy developed Psychostimulants – management of acute
behavioural disturbances guidelines for police services (Baker, Whyte
& Carr 2004).
These guidelines provide direction to police on the possible precipitants
of acute behavioural disturbances, how to conduct assessments of
intoxication, and how to manage risks. In particular, the guidelines
suggest that police utilise calming verbal communication; minimal

restraint during arrest to minimise the risk of agitation and risks
associated with increased body temperature; and regular monitoring.
Finally, the report emphasises the need for police to seek medical
assessments and advice for methamphetamine affected detainees to
assist in the management of intoxication and withdrawal related risks
while in custody.
The DUMA program provides a depth and breadth of data to aid police
and policy makers with monitoring of illicit drug trends. However,
as with all research studies, the DUMA methodology does have a
number of limitations. Aggressive or highly intoxicated detainees are
not interviewed; some intoxicated detainees may be interviewed once
sober if they remain in custody. It is highly likely that a large proportion
of these detainees are intoxicated with one or more substances.
In addition, detainees can elect not to provide a urine sample – in 2014,
urine provision compliance was 74 percent. Thus, the proportion of
methamphetamine using detainees reported in this study likely reflects
the lower limit of the true prevalence.
Police are likely to be charged with managing methamphetamine users
on an increasingly frequent basis, as use of methamphetamine is rising
nationally among police detainees. Methamphetamine intoxication and
withdrawal presents a number of unique challenges to police in terms
of risk management. Development of specific policies and procedures
to assist police in the management of those risks may be required.
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Is Anyone Remotely Interested?
The Rise of the Police Drone
Mike Coliandris and Geoff Coliandris

Abstract
Drone (known by other names) use is proliferating worldwide, driven
by a commercial imperative. Police services are variously considering,
trialling, routinely using or planning to expand use of such technology
though the overall picture can be characterised as piecemeal, limited
and variable. Drones face an image problem largely due to their
warfare connotations. Beyond this image problem lie more substantive
concerns about drone use generally linked to questions around
public privacy, civil liberties, ethics, governance and accountability.
Each of these concerns has relevance to the policing domain and
holds potential to adversely impact police-public relations and police
legitimacy.
The police-technology relation is already contested and controversial,
particularly around issues of social control and the weaknesses of the
empirical foundations underpinning related strategies and claims. For
some, drones represent a further step towards a dystopian future.
A balanced assessment of drones for policing purposes suggests
both possibilities and advantages as well as challenges and threats,
particularly from a democratic policing model perspective. However,
the debate at present on this unfolding landscape of police use of
drones is marked by a lack of information, transparency and rigour.
Police in democratic societies have multiple roles and responsibilities.
This includes exploiting the most effective technologies to deliver
safety and security. However, they are also required to engage with
communities at each important stage in the development of policing.
Finally, any future drone governance and accountability framework will
need to take into account as far as is practicable a range of voices
and be founded on the principles that police in democratic societies
are charged to safeguard and adopt.

Introduction
In February 2015 the Australian Federal Police (AFP) submitted a
case to a Senate committee inquiry for expanding its use of what
is commonly referred to as ‘drone’ technology in domestic law
enforcement operations. Citing the ‘significant benefits’ of unmanned
platforms in mitigating the AFP’s current vulnerabilities in intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) work, particularly in remoter
areas such as the Torres Straits and northern Australia, the AFP (2015)
also highlighted the potential for urban, tactical, and public safety
applications. While emphasising the possibilities of drones, the AFP
(2015) submission also drew attention to outstanding issues relating
to privacy, legality, ethics and the ‘community’.
The AFP is no stranger to drones: they are deployed in forensic work
and have been trialled in search and rescue missions previously. Of
particular interest in the AFP submission is the identified potential for
greater drone-related collaboration with the Australian Defence Force
in what is termed a ‘whole-of-government’ approach (AFP, 2015).
The picture suggested in the AFP example appears mirrored in
key respects across policing. While variations exist (not least due
to situated differences around regulation, history, finances and
technology) universal issues emerge. First, there is strong evidence to
indicate police services worldwide are keen to adopt or expand drone
Australasian Policing A Journal of Professional Practice and Research

technology. Two common claims underpin this interest: enhancing
operational effectiveness; and achieving value for money (VFM). A
second issue is that policing decisions about drone technology need
to be understood in the context of wider transformations in societies
often attributed to globalisation and technological advances (Kaldor,
1999). In recent decades (marked by significant events including the
Cold War’s end and 9/11) a re-ordering of a law enforcement-order
maintenance-public protection-security nexus has been observed in
late-modern societies.
The result is a reconfiguration and blurring of the relationships between
the local, national and transnational dimensions of policing and
security. Loader (2000) analyses these developments in terms of a
pluralisation of security efforts performed by an assemblage of actors
sharing common goals. Police drone approaches raise other issues
that at best appear under-developed and at worst, being concealed
from wider scrutiny. These include ethical, governance, accountability
and what may be summed up as ‘public interest’ considerations. In
its more extreme narrative forms, police use of drones represents for
some yet further evidence of the ‘surveillance society’(Marx, 1985).
Here, surveillance society is often used as a synonym for dystopian
or totalitarian visions of modern life (Murakami Wood, 2009). This and
the potential for drone proliferation has led some including Statewatch
(2014) to call for a more ‘wide-ranging and meaningful’ public debate
on domestic drones.
This paper has several aims. First, it aims to explore the unfolding
landscapes of drone use. Second, it seeks to identify what may
be distinctive about drones. Third, it offers an assessment of such
innovations from both a police and public perspective. Fourth, it
explores and suggests a range of possible consequences (intended
and otherwise) for purportedly democratic societies of the proliferation
of drone technology into everyday policing. Fifth, it seeks to contribute
to a public debate that is presently inchoate in form. Noting
police-centric literature on the subject of drones is limited, and
acknowledging some obvious differences between the two spheres
of activity, the paper draws on the literature around military uses of
drones for potential insights for policing. Finally, before moving on
it may be worthwhile recalling a point made by Marx (2001) to the
effect that democratic societies must ask the question of how efficient
they want the police to be. Here, the question speaks directly to the
constant tension within such societies between the desire for order
and the desire for liberty. It is the view here that such a question holds
strong consequences for the police use of drones.

Democratic policing
The idea of the police as an indispensable institution of democratic
societies is well established (Marx, 2001; OSCE, 2008). Contrasted
with dictatorial regime policing systems, the democratic model
privileges an interconnected set of values, ideas and principles that
include: responsiveness and accountability to law and publics; visibility;
accessibility; reassurance; service; fairness; consent; community
engagement; transparency; and the common good (BartkowiakThéron & Crehan, 2010; Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative,
2005; Independent Police Commission, 2013; Jones et al, 1994; Lloyd
& Foster, 2009; OSCE, 2008).
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These connect to the elusive but central concept of police legitimacy
associated with the public’s acceptance of the police’s ‘authority’
or ‘lawful right’ to act as they do (Reiner, 2010). OSCE (2008, para.
2) note in this respect that progress towards democratic policing is
made when there is a shift ‘from a control-oriented approach to a
more service-oriented approach’. Of particular importance is the role
that democratic policing plays in providing a security that enables
democratic life to thrive.
This view suggests the importance in such models of ensuring citizens
are given opportunities to participate in the design and delivery of
policing. Interestingly, Marx (2001), identifies a fundamental paradox
within democratic societies where citizens need protection both by
police and from police. Thus, while it may be possible, useful and
desirable, from a police perspective, to utilise a particular technology,
the public may pursue an alternative agenda.
Rogers (2014) explores the economic and political challenges presently
facing democratic police services in Australia and the UK. He argues
that such organisations are presently engaged in a process of
rationalisation which represents a process intended to achieve greater
effectiveness and efficiency through a host of innovations including
new technologies. Drawing on the work of Weber (1957) and Ritzer
(2013) Rogers suggests how rationalisation, while giving the illusion of
progress, actually carries with it major potential to damage the vitally
important police-public connection, not least because it opens up a
gap between stakeholders that adversely impacts service delivery and
police legitimacy.
DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) ideas on rationalisation, bureaucratisation
and institutional isomorphism explain how organisations within a
particular field increasingly demonstrate convergence in strategies,
goals and cultures in pursuit of efficiencies. This leads to a paradox
whereby organisations become increasingly similar despite ambitions
to change them. Such views raise important questions for police
organisations claiming to be accountable and attuned to local
constituencies and conditions.
Remaining effective in the face of dynamic conditions, including the
pressures wrought by austerity, requires police organisations to
change. However, different changes will lead to different outcomes
and these will hold different consequences in particular for the policepublic relation in democratic societies.
A fundamental question yet to be effectively addressed is how,
or the extent to which, drones will augment or replace existing
police approaches. In the UK presently, evidence of the erosion of
neighbourhood policing (NP) (widely seen as a bedrock of the national
policing model) has been noted, with dedicated community-focused
police personnel being allocated work usually reserved for reactive
or investigative teams (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary,
2013).
In one of the UK’s largest police forces, West Midlands Police, the
chief officer has recently unveiled his blueprint for a transformation
of the organisation and specifically for NP (Police Professional, 2015;
West Midlands Police, 2015). The blueprint will see the force exploiting
new technologies and moving away from a geographically-based NP
model to one which is smaller and ‘mission-led’. Interestingly, the
plan will see the ‘doseage’ of frontline policing being adjusted in line
with specific needs. In such an environment, where police are under
pressure to do more with less, it is not difficult to see how drones will
appeal.
However, it would seem contradictory, if not perverse, in a policing
landscape where NP is under threat, that a situation might arise
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where ‘traditional’ community-oriented policing approaches have been
abandoned and drones are deployed to monitor community life from
a distance.

Image problems
Language, according to discourse and narrative theorists such as
Foucault (1926-84) and Barthes (1915-80), matters. It is associated
with systems of representation where representation is important
because it involves the production of meaning. Discourse theory in
particular suggests that language, when articulated with knowledge
and power, plays a key role in shaping perceptions of reality. Systems
of representation or discourses compete to capture public imaginations
where the control of language becomes a worthwhile end. In this
approach, individual words and the way they are assembled support
the construction of more and less powerful discourses that delimit
how people may think and talk about a subject and how they should
respond at specific socio-historical moments (Foucault, 1972).
US deployment of drones particularly in war and counter-terrorism
operations remains a highly controversial issue. While often associated
with the world of science fiction drones are an established science
fact and a daily reality for some. In one sense drones represent yet
another dimension (alongside conventional and cyberspace variants)
with which police have to engage. Yet their potential threats for
democratic societies have been noted. Leading academic and former
US national security adviser P.W. Singer (2012), for example, notes
the ‘short-cutting’ of democratic processes around militarised drone
decision-making. Consequently, given they inevitably carry the burden
of past and present association with war applications, the word drone
suffers an image problem that clearly has the potential to taint policing.
Noting the reluctance by industry players to use the word drone to
describe their products, and the differences between a large longrange military drone and a small budget craft preferred by hobbyists,
the American Civil Liberties Union concluded that if the word drone
has ‘horrible connotations’ it is because it is associated with ‘horrible
things’ (Stanley, 2013). Elsewhere, drone is rejected because of its
pejorative connotations with ‘mindless’ worker bees (Bennett-Jones,
2014). Echoing concerns over negative imagery, Police Service of
Northern Ireland (PSNI) Assistant Chief Constable Matt Findlay (cited
in Statewatch, 2014) cautions against use of the word drone precisely
because of the links with ‘Middle Eastern conflicts’.
Drones have other names, including: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs); Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS); Unmanned Aircraft (UA);
and Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) (The Parliament of
the Commonwealth of Australia, 2014; The Parliamentary Office of
Science and Technology, 2014; University of Birmingham, 2014).
Cole and Wright (2010) state that UAVs ‘also known as drones, are
aircraft either controlled by “pilots” from the ground or increasingly,
autonomously following a pre-programmed mission’. However, even
this interpretation may appear inadequate. Chamayou (2015), in his
theory of drones, charts the development of this technology, noting its
diverse uses (such as surveillance) and varieties, including terrestrial,
marine and aerial (the latter representing the focus of this paper).

Life under the drone
Writer Alex Pasternack (2013) used the term ‘dronescape’ to describe
the picture of everyday life for people living under drones in Pakistan.
His interview with Madiha Tahir who, in 2012, travelled to northwest
Pakistan to document the lives of people affected by both the physical
Australasian Policing A Journal of Professional Practice and Research
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realities of military drone-strikes and their less tangible but still traumatic
psychological consequences. Tahir’s account is of interest at different
levels. In particular, she explores what makes drone technology
different (its ‘droneness’) from, for example, more conventional aircraft.
For her, droneness involves: ‘gross power differentials’ between
operators and publics; the idea that they ‘cannot function without a
particular, problematic view of marginalized, racialized others’; and
a reconfiguration of ‘traditional ideas about ‘war, heroism, sacrifice,
and honour’. This capacity to disrupt existing relations, concepts
and values clearly holds implications for police uses of drones – both
internally (such as between drone operators and community patrols
and for occupational cultures) and externally, between police and
communities and police and other agencies.
The dronescape unfolding in Australia and the UK clearly differs in
key respects from Pasternack’s (2013) version. Nevertheless, such
‘Westernised’ dronescapes still offer a picture of significant complexity
where a mix of civil and commercial interests already occupy (and
sometimes compete for) space. Drones already serve multiple users
and uses including: border patrols; cargo transport; surveying; search
and rescue; fire monitoring; powerline inspections; infrastructure
assessments; and crop spraying (House of Lords, 2015; The
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2014).
Global retail giant Amazon and Australia’s text-book rental company,
Zookal, have both announced plans to incorporate the technology
into their operations (BBC, 2013). This drone proliferation is clearly
being driven by commercial imperatives. Murakami Wood (2009),
in highlighting such imperatives, notes the links between present
commercial drives to seek out new lucrative (non-military) markets
and shifts in military spending since around the end of the Cold
War. Recognising the importance of supporting and stimulating this
commercial market, the UK House of Lords (2015) acknowledged the
important role of the European Commission in establishing a workable
framework and environment to enable such developments. They also
recommend support for domestic police services which enables them
to accept a greater role in enforcing breaches of relevant legislation.

The rise of the police drone
Currently, police drone use is best described as being in its incipient
phase. Understandably, developments in different locations will vary
due to a complex mix of factors including: social, historical, cultural,
political, regulatory, institutional, economic and technological. This
means that there can be no ‘standard narrative’ (Muarkami Wood,
2009) as far as the future police dronescape is concerned. In the
UK, for example, several forces have been or are trialling drones.
Nevertheless, an ad hoc and limited picture emerges, with police
drones being linked to ‘positive’ outputs (arrests and security
operations) as well as ‘negatives’ including a report of police on
Merseyside (early adopters) losing a drone through a catastrophic
loss of power that managed to avoid causing harm or damage (Kay,
2015.) Assistant Chief Constable Steve Barry, Association of Chief
Police Officers (ACPO) lead on drones, acknowledging the cautious
and piecemeal UK policing approach to-date explained that further
trials and evaluations are awaited.
Further issues around police training, UK Civil Aviation Authority
regulations and national procurement were also highlighted. It should
be noted that drone developments are taking place within an evertightening financial climate for UK policing where police are under
major political pressure to ‘do more with less’ amid a seemingly
endless programme of reforms. Yet despite this mixed and uncertain
picture, ACC Barry predicts that within five years there will not be
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a police force that does not have a number of drones available for
deployment (Kay, 2015).
In Australia, in addition to the AFP, state police departments have
entered the dronescape. South Australia Police have announced
plans to incorporate drones into their operations from late 2014.
Their miniature commercial quadcopters can be used to surveil bikie
fortresses, find drug crops, locate missing persons and to gather
intelligence without putting officers at risk (Crouch & Hunt, 2013).
Elsewhere, police in New South Wales have recently been reported as
trialling UAVs which if successful could be used in search and rescue
and emergencies (Ralston, 2014).
Queensland Police Service are reported to operate two RPAS as
an enhanced response to ‘high risk and significant operations’ (The
Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2014, para. 2.10).
Concerns about drone use by Australian police have been raised by
Salter (2013) who observes that while the use of drones by military
has attracted ‘international controversy’ police use of such innovations
has gone ‘largely unremarked’ despite their implications for ‘privacy
and civil liberties’. Additionally, in his view, it remains ‘unclear’ exactly
how drones will improve policing efforts. Raising situated concerns,
Fitzgerald (2015) questions how drones might be introduced in line
with ‘Australian values’.
Proactive plans to expand drone use notwithstanding, police are
already having to respond to and prepare for the problematic use
of drones by others. In Paris, unidentified drones have recently been
panicking citizens and authorities following sightings over sensitive
sites (Samuel, 2015). This has contributed to an already febrile security
climate to have emerged in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo massacres.
In the UK police have intervened and prosecuted in cases of alleged
drone offences committed over sensitive sites (ITV News, 2015).
In the UK Parliament, highlighting wider concerns over security
threats, Admiral Lord West of Spithead, former Under-Secretary of
State responsible for security, moved an amendment to the CounterTerrorism Bill to create a specific offence of using a drone for the
purposes of terrorism (Thomas, 2015). In December 2014, Melbourne
police responding to a siege at a house had to contend with the
consequences of a non-police drone being flown into a power line
(Woodward, 2015).

Drones: possibilities and challenges
Drones, as with any innovation, have been associated with a range of
possibilities and challenges and these will depend on the perspective
adopted. Based on a review of the literature (see, for example, BrookeHolland, 2013; Chambayou, 2015; Finn et al, 2014; Haddal & Gertler,
2010; Hayes et al, 2014; Kay, 2015; Salter, 2013; Statewatch, 2014;
The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, 2014; University of
Birmingham, 2014; Welch, 2014). it is possible to offer an assessment
of possibilities (based on strengths and opportunities from a police
perspective) and challenges (based on weaknesses and threats from
a public perspective). Table 1 applies.
Clearly, some of the listed positives can also be seen as negatives and
vice versa. This suggests the complexity and uncertainty of the debate
around drones. Having now offered an assessment of drones, the
paper will turn to a more detailed discussion of some of the challenges
with an emphasis on human and social costs and wider questions
around police legitimacy.
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Table 1 Drones: An Assessment
Possibilities

Challenges

Dull, dangerous or dirty work

Public privacy, data protection & civil liberties

ISR functions

Public safety

More effective coverage of remote or vulnerable locations

Public acceptance

Persistence

Image

Manoeuvrability

Social control

Unobtrusiveness

Accountability and governance

Police integrity monitoring

Moral, legal, ethical issues

Exploitation of a new dimension of civil space

Drone supplier reputational issues

Achieving force presence without risking personnel

Financial costs(related to planned obsolescence and proliferation)

Keeping pace with dynamic harm, threat and risk landscapes

Psychological costs for populations

Multi-functional (in terms of uses and customisation potential)

Lack of policy, strategy, and Codes of Practice

Communication with public

Blowback or unintended consequences

Crime scene/forensic/structural investigation & evidence gathering work

Quick-fix (tactic rather than strategy)

Improving situational awareness (‘perch and stare’ operations)

Evaluation weaknesses

Crisis response and management

Vulnerability to cyber and communications link attack

Live-streaming in support of command-and-control functions

Misappropriation for harmful uses

VFM as compared to manned aircraft outlay

Public trust and confidence in police

Crime detection

Undermining police discretion

Crime prevention (functioning as a ‘capable guardian’, a key ‘chemistry of crime’
element in Routine Activity Theory-based opportunity and situational crime prevention
approaches; see Felson and Clarke, 1998)

Effects on operators
Inciting the public
Immature technology
Procurement
Project failures including meeting budgets, deadlines and user requirements
Pilot issues (training, selection, licensing)
Accident/loss rates, avoidance capabilities and integration into national airspace
Operational/weather limitations facing (particularly) smaller craft
The militarisation of policing

Police and technology
Postman’s (1998) ‘five ideas’ about technological change merit a
re-visit. First, technological change always involves a ‘trade-off’
between advantages and disadvantages. Even where there are
economic advantages for example, these may be outweighed by human
and social costs. Second, such advantages and disadvantages are
never evenly distributed across societies. Different people and groups
experience technological change in different ways. Third, hidden within
every technology is a prevailing idea, agenda or prejudice. In the case
of drones, this may be taken to mean that given the nature of the
technology, certain forms of police operation will come to be accorded
a privileged place (for example, unmanned drones over traditional
‘face-to-face’ policing tactics) Fourth, ‘technological change is not
additive; it is ecological’ (p.4) which means that once introduced, it
changes everything, often in uncertain and unpredictable ways. Fifth,
technology tends to become ‘mythic’ and so quickly comes to be
seen as part of the natural order of things, with mixed and uncertain
consequences for humanity.
The worldwide technological transformation of policing is marked
by access to a formidable array of innovations that Byrne and Marx
(2011) divide into ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ technologies where the former
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include computer software and the latter material devices. However,
despite claims made for such technologies, the police-technology
relation remains contested and controversial. Chan (2007) notes that
technology affects policing in ‘visible and invisible ways’ while offering
the potential for enhancing police status and legitimacy. She shares
with others (notably Harris, 2007; Hummer, 2007) concerns about
the claims made by police around technology-related performance
improvements. Such commentators challenge the strength of the
empirical foundation for such claims. Elsewhere, Hudson et al (2011)
consider the unintended consequences of technology, referred to as
its ‘blowback’.
Byrne and Marx’s (2011) review of technology in policing also
highlights the limitations of the present debate on police drones
as well as the ‘fascination’ and claims made for ‘technology-led
policing’. First, the ‘techno-fallacy’ suggests how organisations such
as the police in industrial societies rely on the assumption that new
technology is invariably better than old technology. This is known as
the ‘fallacy of novelty’. The ‘vanguard fallacy’ explains how individuals
and organisations (for personal and collective reasons such as
reputation) are keen to be seen as early adopters of new technology
as a sign of their flexible, modern and leadership credentials. Second,
Byrne and Marx (2011) share concerns over police claims for improved
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performance resulting from new technology. Here, the authors reject
any uncritical acceptance of such claims and call for more robust
research, evidence and discussion on where such technologies may
lead and who controls them. In particular, they highlight the dangers
of the specific application of technology for narrow ends centred
on coercive social control. Such views chime with a major policing
paradigm referred to as the ‘evidence-based policing’ (EBP) (see
Sherman, 1998) movement. EBP, while still struggling to insinuate
itself into policing demands progress on the basis of systematic
development of knowledge about practice. It also stands as the
antithesis to a technology-led policing based on weak evidence,
fad, fashion, personal ambition or political expediency. Given these
criticisms and the present state of the police drone project (with its
numerous unanswered questions) it would seem both reasonable
and necessary to question the legitimacy of claims for improving
operational effectiveness and achieving VFM.

Social control
Though a contested concept, social control is generally taken to refer
to the formal (symbolised by the police) and informal (including the
family and peers) institutions, mechanisms and means that act upon
an individual with a view to producing conformity (Wilson, 2007).
Such means also function as an ‘organised response to deviant acts’
(Innes, 2003, p.25). Social control theorising has particular implications
for, and resonances with, drone technology and policing. Drones (as
stand-alone assets and in conjunction with other technologies) seem
to have a unique potential to send out ‘control signals’ (Innes, 2014)
and disrupt everyday life in ways that other technologies cannot. Innes
(2014) argued that while police presence (as intended control signals)
in communities can generate public reassurance, it can also induce
negative and unintended effects on community cohesion, trust and
confidence in public institutions. According to Innes (2014), various
factors mediate these effects including the situated histories around
police-community relations, public predilections and the ‘doseage’
and nature of the police presence (recall, above, the discussion
on West Midlands Police’s plans to alter the doseage of local
policing). Interestingly, Innes (2014) highlights how, from a community
perspective, police may be visible (for example, in cars) but effectively
not present, leading to negative perceptions among the public. In the
case of drones, this could be re-stated as ‘visible but not accessible’.
Drones are associated with the negative images of ‘big data’ and
have a manoeuvrability, gaze and persistence that set them apart. A
particular concern across different social control theorizing centres
on the disproportionate and specific effects of the convergence
and proliferation of surveillance technologies on minority ethnic and
marginalised communities. For Lyon (2003, pp.265-66) rather than
promoting a ‘democratic gaze’, such technologies serve only to
intensify the surveillance and official stigmatisation of those already
marginalised. Byrne and Marx (2011) also address such issues, raising
the problem of the police’s engagement in ever-expanding strategies
of ‘coercive control’. In their view, this is problematic because:
• The longer-term negative impacts (such as increased public distrust
and erosion of personal privacy) on communities, particularly on
already isolated, vulnerable or marginalised groups.
• Coercive strategies divert efforts, resources, funding and attention
away from alternative and proven non-coercive strategies focused
on underlying socio-economic problems.
• Each emerging technology effectively ‘widens the net’ of coercive
control without accompanying research evidence pertaining to
impacts, necessity and performance.
In concluding this section, some further and relevant points need to
be made. First, the technologies being introduced to enhance social
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control can have the unintended consequence of contributing to new
forms of deviance that have to be policed (Innes, 2003); second, while
state social control efforts can be seen as ‘coercive and oppressive’,
in specific cases, where, for example, informal controls are weak
in localities, formal social control may be perceived as a positive
development (Innes, 2003); third, drones allow authorities to project
their presence while minimising exposure to risk to their personnel
(Chamayou, 2015).
The ‘chilling and panoptic effect’ of drones
A European Commission study on the ethical, data protection and
privacy risks related to RPAS considers their ‘chilling and panoptic
effect’ (Finn et al, 2014). This is explained in terms of:
a decrease in the legitimate exercise of civil liberties and rights,
such as freedom of assembly or freedom of expression, because
individuals are discouraged from participating in social movements
or public dissent activities for fear of being surveilled. This “chilling
effect” is often observed in situations where people are under
generalised covert surveillance…
(Finn et al, 2014, p.31).
Panoptic effects derives from the work of leading philosophers Jeremy
Bentham (1748-1832) and Michel Foucault (1926-1984) (both cited in
Finn et al, 2014) whose collective efforts supported the rise of panoptic
theories of surveillance. Foucault in particular advanced the idea of the
panopticon as a metaphor to describe how people monitor and even
correct their behaviour when they know (or believe) they are being
observed. The panopticon approach suggests how authorities can
build surveillance into the architecture of everyday life to the extent it
becomes normalised and even expected (see Ferrante, 2011). From
such perspectives, the ‘hidden’ capabilities of drones increase their
powers of their operators over those being observed. When traditional
surveillance capabilities are upgraded to even ‘smarter’ technologies
(for example, where systems are based on algorithms capable of
identifying ‘abnormal’ behaviours) the situation and possibilities
change again.
For Ferrante (2011, p. 159) the ‘extensive and pervasive surveillance
that has become part of people’s everyday lives forces them to
censor and police themselves’. ‘Voyeurism’ can be seen as a related
problem of drones. This suggests the possibility of irresponsible drone
operators, with access to advanced imaging equipment, using the
technology for personal or non-authorised purposes that have the
immediate effect of compromising an individual’s right to privacy and
longer-term potential to adversely affect police legitimacy (see Finn et
al, 2014; Stanley & Crump, 2011). Recognising the unique challenges
presented by new technologies to wider populations, Singer (2010,
p.427) suggests that to ensure the ‘tough legal, social and ethical
questions’ are asked ‘early on’, ‘human impact assessments’
should be conducted before they enter production analogous to the
environmental impact assessments required in construction projects.

Meshing, creeping and controlling technologies
A number of apocalyptic terms have emerged to describe the
processes and consequences of the proliferation of different
surveillance technologies across what have been called late-modern
societies. Such terms connect to the social control issue. In her
objection to the expansion of drone use in US policing, Wolf (2015)
refers to the ‘meshing’ of surveillance technologies.
Here, meshing can be taken either to mean the overlapping of civil,
commercial and other interests or a process whereby technologies
converge and integrate in their coverage and capacities.
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Innes (2003) refers to the ‘control net’ and ‘control creep’ as well as
the ‘arc of social control’ (2014) to describe a similar phenomenon
while Marx’s (1988) idea of ‘surveillance creep’ describes this
incremental expansion and intensification of purposive monitoring. A
common outcome here is normalisation where surveillance becomes
an ‘expected feature’ (Murakami Wood, 2009) of everyday life.
Murakami Wood’s (2009) point that authorities pursue ‘left over’ public
space in furtherance of their surveillance ambitions resonates with the
expansion of airborne drones alongside (street-level) CCTV.
The idea of ‘function creep’ also connects to the social control issue.
Scholars Joseph Nevins, Roger Clarke and Erin Courtland (cited in
Finn et al, 2014) share concerns about the phenomenon and use the
term to describe what occurs when an item, process, or procedure
designed for a specific purpose ends up serving another. In the drone
context, ‘this occurs when the purposes of RPAS usage expand,
either to additional operations or to additional activities within the
originally envisaged operation’ (Finn et al, 2014, p. 194). Finn et al
(2014) illustrate the problem whereby police use drones to photograph
a road traffic collision scene and then proceed to use the imagery to
prosecute other road users for unrelated motoring offences.
Function creep can also be linked to another criticised and relevant
phenomenon, namely ‘automated law enforcement’ (ALE). This
term refers to ‘a trend toward automated law enforcement, in which
cameras and other technologies are used to mete out justice with
little or no human intervention’ (Stanley & Crump, 2011, p. 12).
ALE touches on the ‘dehumanizing effects’ of drones identified by
Finn et al (2014). Together, such concepts raise serious questions
for democratic policing models premised on community-oriented
principles and approaches. Of particular concern, the American Civil
Liberties Union (n.d.) has highlighted the spectre suggested by the
customising of police drones for Taser and other force applications,
touching on Chamayou’s (2015, p.11) depiction of drone development
as an ‘eye turned into a weapon’.

Re-visiting the droneness of drones
In a rigorous polemic against proliferation, Chamayou (2015) explores
the distinguishing features of drones and their threat dimensions.
Here, ‘data fusion’ suggests the multiple capabilities of drones to use
‘eyes and ears’ and ‘other organs’ for ISR purposes; ‘persistence’
and ‘totalisation’ where drones can maintain a constant and allencompassing gaze; and the ability to distinguish anomalies using
‘pattern-of-life’ analysis as a basis for subsequent target selection
and pre-emptive action. Further, he notes that drones are ‘totally
unsuited’ to winning over ‘hearts and minds’ and that they can
lead to psychological harm in operators. Arguing that their costs
outweigh any advantages, Kilcullen and Exum, (2009) have called for
a moratorium on US military drone strikes across the Middle East.
Major points underpinning their argument which, though applied to
military applications, clearly resonate with the discussion on police use
of drones, including:
• The appeal of drones to policy-makers and professionals is evident.
Aspects of their effects are measurable and they contribute to a
sense of control.
• While they impose a ‘sense of insecurity’ on the enemy due largely
to their control by remote means they constrain communication
between authorities and those who may have vital information to
share.
• Drones induce a ‘siege mentality’ in civilian populations and
contribute to significant psychological harms.
• Drones represent a short-term technological fix and a tactic rather
than a more nuanced and necessary strategy focused on the unique
and dynamic features of local populations and conditions.
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• The claims for ‘precision’ often cited by powers in support of drones
are flawed and this term diverts attention away from their wider
(negative) impacts and the importance of the moral judgements that
need to made behind the scenes.

The militarisation of policing
The militarisation of policing describes a ‘process whereby civilian
police draw on and pattern themselves around the tenets of militarism
and the military model’ (Kraska, 2007, p.503). According to Kraska
(2007) this process emphasises ‘the exercise of military power,
hardware, organization, operations, and technology as its primary
problem-solving tools’ (p. 503). Numerous examples may be deployed
to illustrate the militarisation thesis in policing, ranging from recent
events in the US town of Ferguson, Missouri (Grossman, 2014) to
concerns expressed over the nature and scale of the hardware and
firepower now available to domestic law enforcement in Australia
(Green, 2014) and the UK (Reiner, 2010).
The subsequent threats to democratic policing models (and to citizens,
specific groups and wider communities) from this militarisation drift
in policing have been widely noted (American Civil Liberties Union,
2014; Bowling et al, 2007). Balko’s (2014) study of the militarisation
of US policing argues that such a tendency can be understood as a
political response in the form of relentless declarations of war on vague
enemies like drugs, crime and terror. This recourse to military-based
problem-solving tools is also clearly at odds with community-based,
co-productive and problem-solving (see Goldstein, 1990) approaches
at the heart of many democratic and community-oriented policing
models. In the US, where police face their own set of challenges over
drone use, senior officers, doubtless focused on shaping the emerging
narrative, are keen to promote such craft as a ‘community’ rather than
a ‘military-style’ asset (Police Foundation, 2014).
In their report on the security challenges facing the UK in relation to
drones, the University of Birmingham (2014) considers public fears
about the future possibilities of the emergence of Lethal Autonomous
Weapons Systems (LAWS). (LAWS make their own targeting and
weapon release decisions, obviating the need for a ground-based
pilot’s intervention.) While the Birmingham report supports work on
developing the automation of many drone sub-systems, its authors
are not ‘persuaded that it will ever be possible to programme the
laws of war into a “killer robot”’ (p.7). While the report welcomes the
UK and US governments’ decisions not to develop LAWS, it sounds
a cautionary note that will do little to reassure those concerned about
police use of force-enabled drones:
However, we fear not all actors will be as prudent, and we would
like therefore to see the UK government take a leading role in
discussions to build an international consensus around a set of
norms to regulate, if not ban, LAWS.
(University of Birmingham, 2014, p.7)
This shading of drone technology from the military sphere into the
policing sphere (and the technological capabilities with which it is
associated) thus raises concerns. Such developments can also be
interpreted as further evidence of the militarisation of policing with
its connotations of (further) retreat from the community-engagement
and citizen-focused approaches that, in principle, are so valued within
democratic policing models. This chimes with Byrne and Marx’s
(2011) view that over-investment by police in a particular technology
risks diverting attention away from alternative solutions that avoid the
more negative side effects (such as erosion of personal freedom and
public trust). These alternatives may include more community-oriented
interventions focused on underlying socio-economic problems
including those linked to education, job creation or neighbourhood
development.
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Accountability and governance issues
Accountability and governance represent key elements in democratic
policing models (Jones, 2007). Simply stated, accountability involves
notions of openness, responsiveness and obedience to law.
Governance, suggests the different arrangements in place that ‘frame’
and ‘direct’ police policies (Jones, 2007, p.605). As the OSCE (2008,
para. 80) notes,
while citizens voluntarily provide the police with their consent for
applying the monopoly of force to maintain social control and
enforce their civil, political and economic freedoms, democratic
police services have the obligation to have their powers checked
and controlled by the public through accountability processes.
Accountability and governance issues persist as major concerns over
military uses of drones (Singer, 2012). Such issues are taken up by
Finn et al (2014) in the policing context. Key questions remain to be
answered here, including: how might an aggrieved citizen identify
a drone operator; how might they discover the authorisation and
objectives behind a drone deployment; who is responsible for storing
and processing any data collected; what options are available to
seek formal redress for alleged drone infractions. Noting the special
challenges in such respects posed by drones, David Smith of the UK
Information Commissioner’s Office observes:
With most CCTV cameras, even if it is not immediately obvious,
you should fairly easily be able to track down the operator. With a
camera phone, someone is holding it. If you see a RPAS buzzing
around, who is controlling it? Where are they? Who is responsible?
(House of Lords, 2015, para. 245)
While the present picture of civil drone accountability, regulation
and governance might be described as uncertain or unformed,
it becomes arguably even more challenging in the context of the
‘pluralised policing’ landscape. Such landscapes are characterised by
a mixed economy of actors that includes sworn and non-sworn police
personnel, private sector staff, other regulatory bodies and community
elements (Newburn, 2007). The pluralisation process clearly articulates
with the discussion on police use of drones. In particular, it is not yet
clear who will be responsible for piloting, maintaining and accessing/
processing data collected by police drones. There is clearly scope for
such functions to be contracted out, clearly adding a further layer of
complexity to the accountability and governance question.
Research evidence, consisting of Freedom of Information (FOI)
responses from UK police forces collected by the All-Party Parliamentary
Group on Drones (APPG, 2013) and Statewatch (2014) support
accountability and governance concerns. Some forces responding to
Statewatch (2014) declined to provide information on national security
(for example, MPS) or cost (PSNI) grounds while others (North Wales)
appeared prepared to look to the National Police Air Service for a lead.
The APPG (2013) found a ‘policy gap’ in two key respects: a lack of
information provided on drone policy; and absence of evidence that
forces took human rights considerations into account.
In particular the FOI responses raise issues about a centralising
tendency that seems to be operating behind the scenes in terms of
police drone developments. This tendency seems at odds with the
local accountably models so valued, in principle at least, by the UK
Government and police leaders (notably in the form of local directlyelected police and crime commissioners and other established
community engagement mechanisms). In Australia concerns which
have been aired over existing Civil Aviation Authority regulations’
abilities to limit drone flight (see Creedy, 2015) suggest from a
different perspective how drone technology has the capacity to
challenge established frameworks and relations of governance and
accountability.
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A University of Birmingham (2014) report notes that in addition to
resolving important technological, legal and regulatory questions,
it will be vital for official agencies (including the police) in the UK to
remain ‘ahead of the curve’ as far as planning for and operationalising
drone technology are concerned. This will require public consultation,
codes of practice and mechanisms to be formulated whereby drone
operators can be held accountable. However, the Birmingham report
(2014, p. 77) concludes that at present, there is a ‘dearth of centrally
available information on even the extent and nature of police use of
RPA’. This raises, as a minimum, two important questions: how can
the public access and influence the nascent police drone debate;
and on the basis of limited information , how realistic is it for police
organisations to either make claims about the benefits of drones or to
reassure the public that their use will be consistent with democratic
principles.
Finally, police already face significant accountability issues, notably
in the area of public order and covert policing. However, where
(for example) a citizen objects to being ‘kettled’ by police at a
demonstration, there is a reasonable chance of close (though likely
unwanted) personal interaction with a police officer with possibilities for
personal identification through force numbers or other distinguishing
and traceable features. Compare and contrast this scenario with a
small drone hovering several hundred feet above street level in low
visibility conditions.

Conclusion
Byrne and Marx (2011) contend it is in societies’ interests for their
police services to make effective use of technology, if only because
criminals will. However, as suggested, democratic societies involve
a paradox whereby citizens may be inclined to sacrifice a degree of
order for increased liberty. Drones, driven by a commercial imperative,
are only likely to proliferate. Police services globally are already
adopting or planning to adopt or expand the use of such technology.
Additionally, non-police drone use is already presenting problems for
which police need to be prepared. The word drone carries negative
connotations which domestic police organisations should be mindful
of. Beyond this, there are more substantive issues connected
to the general concept of the public interest. Here, questions of
social control, public privacy, ethics, governance and accountability
dominate and carry particular consequences in, and for, purportedly
democratic societies.
A balanced assessment of drones suggests a number of possibilities
but also challenges. Claims made for the possibilities of drones
are, however, based on weak empirical foundations and a lack of
information-sharing and scrutiny. Reports of drone deployments will
play differently with different publics in different settings.
A drone contributing to the safe return of a missing child is likely to
generate a different set of meanings and responses from a scenario
where an unmanned platform is observed hovering over a minority
ethnic community which perceives itself as already stigmatised and
‘suspected’ (Pantazis and Pemberton, 2009) in the context of official
‘war on terror’ discourses. Police and societies are already familiar
with advanced technology where drones (at one level) represent
just another stage in the technological transformation of both.
However, drones embody a distinctiveness that raises a unique set
of concerns. In their work on the UK security impact of drones, the
University of Birmingham (2014) identify the year 2035 as a critical
date for government vision and policy focus. Why this year has been
selected remains unclear though, given the clear potential for drone
proliferation, it appears distant and arbitrary.
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Recalling former UK Information Commissioner, Richard Thomas’
remarks, that Britain was ‘sleepwalking into a surveillance society’
(Ford, 2004), one concludes that the time is overdue for a more
meaningful, open and informed debate about the future of police
drone use in democratic societies. This should involve public voices
alongside scientific, commercial, political and professional ones.
Democratic police services now have an opportunity – and a
responsibility – to contribute to the shaping of an accountability
and governance framework that conforms to the highest principles
consistent with what they claim to value and safeguard. How they plan
to respond to this opportunity and responsibility remains uncertain but
still open.
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Taser! Taser! Problems Underlying the Police
Mis-Use of Electronic Stun Guns
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Abstract
The use of Tasers, or electronic stun guns,
in many western democratic style countries
such as the UK and Australia, appears to be
on the rise and often involves contentious
circumstances that are reported in the
media. In conjunction with other forms of
state sanctioned force available to the police,
the use of such devices rests within what
is termed a continuum of force. Here an
escalation of police force depends upon the
resistance offered towards the police, or
perceived levels of danger to other individuals.
Notwithstanding the general right of the
police to use coercive force, the misuse of
such devices can have a detrimental impact
upon police/community relations. This article
explores the relationship between police
and community with regard to the misuse
of Taser, utilising examples from England
and wales and Australia, and suggests this
misuse or ‘over- use’ of devices can have a
damaging effect upon police legitimacy.

Introduction
The recent call by the Police Federation
of England and Wales to have all frontline
uniformed officers in that country to be
offered a Taser to provide protection from
terrorists (Police Federation 2015) has once
again put pressure on senior police officers
and politicians in that country. The Federation
argument is that by doing so, it will provide
greater public reassurance. Police officers
would be offered the option of carrying a
Taser and receiving training in their use if
they are deemed to be at risk because they
work on the front line and in uniform. Tasers
or stun guns are in fact utilised by many
countries, including the USA and Australia.
However, both those countries, and many
others where these devices are employed,
have routinely armed police officers patrolling
the streets, and therefore perhaps a different
cultural context for the introduction and use
of such weapons as Tasers.
This article will consider the implications of an
introduction and use of such weapons into
the delicately balanced model of democratic
policing in England and Wales and will
critically examine the possible implications
of routinely using such weapons. It will
consider the use and apparent misuse of
such weapons not only in England and

Wales but also in countries such as Australia
and will consider the possible implications
upon police/community relationships as a
result. However, one of the first areas that
need examination is the actual role of police
in society.

The role of the police
Egon Bittner once famously wrote that among
all the modern government institutions, the
police occupy a position of special interest, it
being at once the best known and the least
understood. (Bittner 1970). For Bittner, the
prime function of the police revolves around
being involved in something that ought not
to be happening and about which someone
had better do something NOW! (Bittner
1970:132). The component parts of this
idea are that something illegal or intrinsically
wrong is happening and that the use of
coercive force may be needed to resolve
that something from happening. In short, the
police are required in society to deal with all
those problems in which coercive force may
have to be used.
Fuelled by mass media, it would appear
that public perception regarding the role of
the police in society revolves around what
the police do rather than what they are.
Therefore, to many the police are defined
by what they do, such as arresting burglars,
breaking up fights, etc. This is a ‘normative’
definition of policing (Klockers1985), and
is not a suitable starting point to examine
policing philosophy. In the same vein as
Bittner therefore, Klockers emphasises that it
is the use of force that appears to be unique
to the police as a fundamental component
in any search for a definition of police. For
Klockers the police are
Institutions or individuals given the general
right to use coercive force by the state
within the states domestic territory. (Klockers
1985:12)
Several commentators have historically
studied the police to establish just who
they are and what they do. Banton (1964)
and Cain (1973) famously carried out their
ethnographic studies during the 1960s and
1970s to try to understand just what the
police were and what they did. It was during
this time that the police use of discretion as a
major weapon in their armoury was brought
to light, highlighting the social interactive
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nature of their day to day work when dealing
with members of the public. For Banton in
particular, there was a reinforcement that the
police relied upon other informal measures
of social control, such as education and
parental input that enabled them to work
as peace officers. Cain suggested that
this was more so in rural policing areas
where the police needed cooperation of the
local community to maintain order, a ‘quite
patch’ being the main objective. Her work
suggested that in country areas police were
‘friendly’ with the people they policed but
emphasised that they were not necessarily
friends.
Holdaway (1984) in his seminal small scale
ethnographic study of policing in a major city,
reminds us that the external appearance of
policing is rather different from the internal
reality with a concern about so called ‘crime
fighting’ being the most prevalent aspect of
the occupational sub cultures definition of
what policing should be all about. At street
level interaction with the public, the police
have great power and also discretion in the
use of that power. Muir (1979) reinforces
the way in which police utilise discretion
and their powerful position which enables
them to negotiate situations between
public and police and provide solutions to
problems that may not entirely fit into a legal
framework. In short, the police through their
unique situation in society have the power to
adjudicate between individuals and situations
without recourse to the law using street
learned skills and behaviour. Whilst this
apparent pragmatic approach to dealing with
incidents appears appealing it is not without
its possible problems. As most police work
at street level is carried out unsupervised
there is a danger that the decisions reached
in such a manner are not based upon equity
or are actually illegal in themselves.
The academic study of police has tended to
revolve around the function of policing, with
particular emphasis upon the occupational
police subculture (Reiner 2010, Chan,
1997), so that the philosophy that underpins
policing, in this case the democratic model
of policing, has not received the attention
it deserves. This has tended to become
more and more the case in England and
Wales since the introduction of the new
managerialist approach into public services
in general and the police in particular
with the emphasis upon outputs as a key
performance measure of success.
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In many respects, despite it rise in popularity
over the past two or three decades as an
academic and general study area, it could
be argued that the police function is still
not fully understood as a philosophy in its
own right, nor is the democratic model of
policing which underpin policing in England
and Wales.
Although policing has some core features
globally, such as the use of coercive
force, the exact form that it takes varies
widely in different countries. The current
model of policing in England and Wales,
for example, with its omnibus role which
includes such activities as crime prevention,
peace keeping, public order maintenance
etc., has evolved from different historical
trends. Whilst a social contract can be
identified in most democratic societies a
balance between the interests of security
and liberty can be struck in a number of
ways. In particular accountability to the rule
of law, and to the community, especially in
terms of the use of force, are hallmarks of the
source of legitimacy for the police in England
and Wales (Bowling and Foster 2002), and
is a major feature when discussing any
democratic policing model.

Police use of force
As Punch (2011) rightly points out, in a
democracy the states use of violence by
its agents (the police for example) against
citizens is embedded in checks and balances
to ensure both legality and accountability.
For example, when an officer aims their
Taser at a fellow citizen, and has to decide
whether or not to discharge the weapon, that
moment is influenced by a number of factors
such as training, social and other factors.
Most importantly it reflects the very idea
of the relationship between the police and
the community they serve. In the UK this is
reflected in the idea that the police ‘police by
consent’ (Waddington 1991). This constantly
changing ‘contract’ between police, state
and citizens is an influential litmus test in the
application of force (Punch 2011:5).
Alderson, (1984) when discussing the use of
force by the police stated that this authority
which is given to the police on behalf of the
people has both legal and moral dimensions.
It is in fact a power ‘on loan’, and the reason
why excessive or overwhelming force should
only be used as a last resort rests upon
three main reasons. Firstly, the use of force
is within the law only if it is done to avert the
apprehended killing of another person. The
doctrine of ‘minimal force ‘exists here, as the
force used should be commensurate with
the object it is used to achieve. Secondly,
the use of excessive force is a judicial act, as
the officer is an agent of the law. If the act is
committed within the law, it is judicial since
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the officer is an agent of it, but outside the
law it is a criminal offence and he/she may
be charged accordingly. Thirdly, the act is
irrevocable; nothing can restore the status
quo.
Therefore the use of excessive or
overwhelming force, which have resulted in
deadly effect against apparently non-deadly
force, mean the police have to be totally
accountable. One of the most important
concepts for police to remember is that
the law is lacking in power if it does not
have the general backing of the public or
to put it another way, the police in using
their law enforcing powers will generally be
effective with public support and generally
less effective without it. Succinctly put by
Sir Robert Mark in the early 1970s ‘the real
art of policing a free society or a democracy
is to win by appearing to lose’ (Reiner
1998), highlighting that public sympathy and
support is a more powerful weapon than
water cannon, tear gas or plastic bullet,
especially in everyday policing.
However, the reality is that there are no non
fatal weapons, as any instrument can kill
in the right circumstances and by use on
certain people.
Writing some time ago, Jefferson (1990),
when discussing what was seen as a drift
to para-militarisation of policing at that time,
suggested that the more resources were
allocated to increasing the effectiveness of
repressive technology, the more resources
have to be placed into community relations
to re-establish the public image of the force.
The more technologically sophisticated,
and hence impersonal, the systems of
surveillance and technology, the more beat
and community officers are needed on the
ground, to restore balance between law and
order.
The reason for this argument lies in
understanding that the police are faced
with and impossible choice of enforcing
law or order. If the police merely enforce
the law then their acceptance by the public
will be minimal. Therefore there remains a
contradictory choice of law OR order for
the police. The order in this case is that
of negotiated order, which the police refer
to as discretion. The police organisational
solution has been to institutionalise this
contradiction in the form of an internal division
of labour. Within this idea some officers,
like community beat officers (in England
and Wales neighbourhood policing teams),
have the task of maintaining negotiated
order, whilst others, such as specific crime
investigation teams or response only police
are charged with restoring ‘statutory’ order
without any perceived constraints regarding
the operations of policing at the local level.

Police use of Tasers in England
and Wales
A Taser is a less-lethal single shot weapon
designed to temporarily incapacitate a
suspect through the use of an electrical
current. It is a hand-held weapon similar
in shape and size to a pistol, but is bright
yellow in colour. The X26 Taser, used by
the Metropolitan police in London, uses
an electrical current which interferes with
the body’s neuromuscular system. It allows
officers to deal with violent or potentially
violent people at a distance. A Taser is
usually held in a holster on an officer’s belt
(but can be carried in other positions if
a firearms officer) along with other officer
safety equipment. It is clearly visible, being
yellow and black, designed to stand out and
be identified as a Taser. The use of Tasers
has also generated its own ‘technical’ police
language which is important to understand
when one considers its use. The following re
common terms used:
• Red dot – The Taser has a laser sighting
system which allows the officer to mark
the suspect with a red dot. This has the
advantage of letting the officer know they
are on target and also letting the suspect
know that they have been targeted.
• ‘Arcing’ - This is a ‘show of strength’
aimed at deterring a suspect. This is
achieved when the officer squeezes the
trigger without the cartridge attached and
the electric current flows between the
two contacts at the end of the Taser. An
audible and visual display of electricity
crackling across the two contacts can be
seen and heard.
• Cartridges – These contain a pair of
wires with barbs attached that carry the
electric current to the subject’s body. The
cartridge is clipped on to the front of the
Taser. The Taser works by delivering an
electrical charge to the body.
The use of Tasers works on two distinct
levels. Firstly at the Psychological level. The
Taser stands out, because it is yellow and
black in colour. It also allows for the laser
sight so that an officer can accurately aim
the Taser as well as giving a clear shouted
warning to the subject that they have been
targeted.
According to the Metropolitan police, (Met.
Police 2014), publicity through the press
and on social media has meant that most
suspects are aware of the effects of Taser
and tend to surrender without the need to
discharge the weapon. In the vast majority
of cases it alleges, its presence alone was
enough to bring the situation to a swift
conclusion without the need for force to be
used.
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The second level of operation is that of
Physiological. When fired Taser delivers a
sequence of very short high voltage pulses
that result in the loss of voluntary muscle
control causing the person targeted to fall to
the ground or freeze. In the X26 the voltage
peaks at 50,000 volts and when it reaches
the body it is substantially less. The volts
are responsible for delivering the amps.
Taser runs off 0.0021 amps at average
performance. To explain this in different
terms, volts deliver the amps to where they
need to go. Amps can vary in size; to put
this into context no more than 13 amps
are needed to power a kettle. 32 amps
are usually found running around a typical
house. Two to three amps are enough to
cause a person some harm. Taser runs on
considerably less at 0.0021 amps
Whilst the Taser is designed to be used at a
distance between the police officer and the
suspect, it can also be used in an angled
drive stun mode. It is said that sometimes
distance cannot be achieved due to the
suspect being too close to the police officer,
and on some of these occasions it will be
necessary for an officer to incapacitate the
subject by carrying out an angled drive
stun. This involves activating the loaded
Taser close to the subject’s body and then
placing the Taser against another part of
their body to incapacitate them. This use
is problematic as some Police officers have
been accused of using Tasers to inflict
pain to gain compliance, a report by the
police watchdog says. Concerns are also
raised about the use of Tasers on suspects
already in custody, in the findings by the
Independent Police Complaints Commission
(IPCC 2014c)
In addition the IPCC has major concerns
about the use of Tasers in ‘drive-stun’ mode,
where the Taser is applied directly to the
body without a cartridge rather than fired
from a distance. It suggests that there is a
risk, given the increase in Taser use, that
police officers could become increasingly
reliant on using force to gain compliance.
This appears particularly apparent in drivestun mode.
The IPCC has called for reforms in guidance
and training, and notes use of “drive-stun” by
officers can occur when they are grappling
with suspects and thus are too close to fire
a Taser’s barbs.
The fear is that when used in this way as
purely a means of pain compliance, in several
of the cases reviewed, it had the opposite
effect, stimulating further resistance. The use
of Tasers has trebled since 2009, increasing
from 3,128 to 10,380 uses. The report
further says the IPCC has particular concern
about the use of Tasers on those already in
custody and that this use is only justifiable

in exceptional circumstances, taking into
consideration the controlled nature of the
custody environment.

Problematic incidents
Given that the police are defined as a body
that can use coercive force on the part of
the state, how does this manifest itself in
reality? Of course not all incidents involving
police use of force are problematic, but there
are some difficult problems for the police
to account for when it comes to the use of
stun guns and Tasers. It is these incidents
that receive much media attention and there
seems to be some commonalities when
one examines cases from different countries
utilising similar equipment. The following
incidents are just some example from across
the world that are utilised for discussion
purposes.

Australian examples
a. Two Western Australian police officers
convicted of assaulting an Aboriginal man
by repeatedly shooting him with a stun gun
in a lock-up have been given suspended
jail terms and fined. While the defence
had argued the policemen’s actions
were justifiable because ‘the man’ was
uncontrollable, the court heard from an
expert witness that police were instructed
not to use the devices for the purposes
of ensuring compliance. (Guardian on line
2014a)
b. A police officer who assaulted Brazilian
student Roberto Curtis during his fatal
arrest in Sydney’s CBD has escaped a
conviction. Curtis died in the early hours of
18 March 2012 after a chase and violent
struggle with police in which he was shot
with a stun gun, handcuffed, hit with
pepper spray and knelt on. Following an
inquest into his death and a lengthy local
court hearing into the matter, A Senior
Constable was the only one of three police
officers to be found guilty of his assault on
Tuesday. (Guardian on line 2014b)

English and Welsh examples
a. Following a report that a man was seen
waving a sword, a description was circulate
that showed the person to be white, mid
twenties wearing grey clothing and wither
bald or with a skin head hair cut. In all, a
total of six separate descriptions of the
individual concerned were circulated to
officers. A police constable who was single
crewed assisted other officers in looking
for the individual. He drove past a street
and saw a man walking with something
in his hand. The constable challenged
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the man from behind but he did not stop.
Subsequently, the police officer tasered
this individual causing him to fall to the
ground. He then handcuffed the individual
and went to pick up the ‘sword’ to find
it was in fact a white walking stick. The
individual was an elderly man, did not fit
any of the descriptions circulated and
had been using the white stick to walk
with. The officer was subsequently dealt
with under the police code of conduct
for not carrying out the necessary checks
regarding identification and for not
exploring other tactical options before
using his Taser. (IPCC report 2014a)
b. At the scene of a public disorder incident
involving youths, a passerby intervened to
prevent a serious assault taking place and
provide assistance to an injured girl. Having
assisted in apprehending an assailant as
well he remained at the scene until police
arrived. Two police officers arrived and
tried to push this person away and for
some reason focused their attention upon
him. An altercation took place, the upshot
of which was the use of a Taser by a third
police officer on the man who had been of
assistance. Once on the ground and whilst
police officers were handcuffing him, he
was tasered again. The police officer who
tasered this individual apparently left the
police force before the investigation was
concluded. (IPCC 2014b)
What these examples illustrate is how quickly
incidents can develop and escalate. Of
course, public disorder incidents are rarely
simplistic and police officers have to make
split second decisions which are life or death
on many occasions. Notwithstanding the
individual issues within each case highlighted
above, one of the ‘fallouts’ of these incidents,
either individually or when contextualised
with other incidents, is the problem they
cause for the very important concept of
police legitimacy.

Police legitimacy
In any democratic policing model the
acceptance of police legitimacy is
paramount for the police and community
to work together (Tyler and Huo, 2002).
Police legitimacy has been described as
the right to rule and the recognition by the
ruled of that right. Therefore despite the
fact that police organisations are given the
right to rule by the state or government,
legitimacy only exists when it is perceived
by the public. Research suggests that
legitimacy traditionally captures the degree
to which citizens have trust and confidence
in authorities and importantly are willing to
obey the directives of authorities such as the
police (Hough et al 2010).
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Additionally, whether the police and the
public are morally aligned, by sharing similar
values for example, has been seen to be an
additional and important element of police
legitimacy. Further research also suggests
that there are two key elements that support
legitimacy (Tyler 2003). The first is the way
people perceive police performance. This
means how well the police do their job, as
police will not achieve the legitimacy they
need if they lack the ability to be successful
in carrying out their core functions, which
is tackling control crime and disorder. The
second is what has been termed ‘procedural
justice’, which is broadly speaking the quality
of police treatment and the quality of police
decision making.
There are several key elements of procedural
justice, they being dignity and respect,
trustworthy motives, neutrality and voice.
When police treat people with respect,
demonstrate trustworthiness, are neutral in
their decision making and provide people
with an opportunity to participate in the
process and air concerns before decisions
are made, people are more likely to believe
police are being procedurally just. It is the
widespread use of procedural justice that is
one of the most effective ways to promote
police legitimacy. Procedural justice is
important therefore for fundamental reasons,
but there are some other important reasons
why it should matter. The first is that people
tend to comply with the law when the police
are not around. Compliance with the law is
not purely explained solely by the threat of
punishment or the use of coercive power.
Additionally, utilising this approach will make
the police more effective in their work of
controlling crime and disorder as they will be
able to ensure valuable assistance from the
general public, including those considered as
the most vulnerable in society. Communities
can help the police become more efficient
in their day to day activities in their crime
control and prevention work.
Technological developments in intermediate
force may also have encouraged excess.
Most police forces adopt a ‘continuum of
force’ (Kleining 2014) that matches situations
of proportionality (appropriate levels of
force); although officers it would appear
can increase their use of force to ensure
control over a situation. As these types of
technologies have improved, the temptation
to use more force than necessary has grown.
Rather than engaging in the harder work
of persuading citizens to accede to police
demands and thereby acquiring control over
a situation, using or threatening to use
Tasers to ensure conformity has become
common. This is in fact acknowledged by an
ACPO (UK) question and answer blog dated
July 2013, whereby it states;

In the majority of cases involving Taser, the
mere threat of its use has been enough
to deter assailants and ensure a peaceful
resolution of the incident.
(ACPO 2013)
Clearly the development of non injurious
control technologies is to be welcomed.
The development of Tasers provides police
officers with the opportunity to use less force
than a situation might otherwise demand.
However, the problem lies when the Tasers
have come to replace less invasive and more
humane ways in which police can assert their
social and legal authority

Conclusion
Policing is and always has been a difficult
job. Manning (2008) has referred to it as
an impossible mandate, with its duality in
terms of enforcing law and engaging in
community relations with the public. Policing
takes away our rights on occasions and
defends them on other occasions. In times of
economic austerity or national threats such
as terrorism, the role of the police becomes
even more difficult. There is the perhaps
naturalistic tendency to look to technology
for an answer to difficult questions posed by
such threats. In terms of personal protection,
and a non lethal use of force alternative, the
Taser appears to fit into that category. It
enables the police to protect themselves and
the public.
However, there are concerns regarding its
use, or rather misuse, in different parts of the
globe. The role of the police in a democratic
society is to ‘protect and preserve life’ and
‘protect and serve’. In order to achieve that
they are charged with special powers, the
ability to use coercive force under the minimal
use legalistic framework. The apparent
misuse of Taser/stun guns and the apparent
rise in the incidents that appear to highlight
this misuse, not only leads to prosecution
cases against individual police officers and
forces, but can actually undermine the very
legitimacy that allows the police to use force
on our behalf in the first place.
Rather than using the Taser/stun gun as
the first option, they should be considered
as weapon of ‘nearly last resort’ and then
only to be accompanied by a rigorous
accountability and investigative process into
its use. Only by adopting such an approach
can the public be confident and supportive of
their police, whilst the misuse of Tasers will
ultimately be reduced.
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Incident Command Decision-Making:
Perception vs Reality
Dr Amanda Davies, CSU

“Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the right things.” ~ Druker

As the world turns to building resilience to the increasing threats to
global and local peace and order research initiatives which inform
on the training endeavours designed to advance decision-making
skill development for incident commanders becomes a compelling
imperative. In the often chaotic fast paced business of policing it is
understandable that officers have little opportunity to pause and take
stock of how the reality of decision-making experience transforms from
perception to reality. This paper discusses a research project which
traced the learning experience for a cohort of senior officers as they
transitioned through an Incident Command and Control simulation
based learning exercise to application on the frontline of policing. The
key focus of the research was to identify the factors and their relative
importance which are perceived to influence decision-making during
management of a high risk high stakes policing response and whether
in the reality of application the influential factors and their ranking
change. A pre and post simulation survey was conducted followed
by a field based interview four months post simulation participation.
The findings suggest a clear shift in the factors and their level of
influence identified prior to the simulation exercise and a further shift
when decisions are made in the field of operation. The findings have
implications for the strategic positioning of simulation based training
and its content within police education and training for operational
policing. More widely the findings offer guidance for education and
training initiatives for practitioners in professions with responsibilities
for emergency management.

Case Study

Key words: Police, Emergency Management, Decision-making,
Simulation-based learning

• three or four syndicate rooms containing a computer, video
screen, telephone, each of which is networked to the control room,
conference table and whiteboards; the rooms are outfitted with the
equipment the participants would need in a real life event

Introduction

• a fixed command support/control room from which each syndicate
room is monitored via closed-circuit television and boundary
microphones. The technology network enables the feed of
information to the participants; it may consist of intelligence
briefings, police radio traffic, newscasts, or telephone calls. Officials
control the exercise and feed of information to the trainees. The
control room houses the subject matter experts, program training
staff, and replicated police radio communications.

The study of decision-making generally and specifically as it relates to
policing is well documented (Alison & Crego, 2008; Flin & Arbuthnot,
2002; Klein, 2008; Phillips & Sobol, 2012; Useem, Cook & Sutton,
2005; Takada, 2004; Zsambok & Klein, 2014). In the main the
discussion is centred on decision-making that has contributed to
positive outcomes, that which has inhibited the realization of preferred
outcomes and how organisations can learn from both situations in
developing best practice models for decision-making in the future.
This focus resonates with the goals articulated by Klein (2008, p. 456)
in stating:

The case study followed the journey of 29 senior ranked operational
police officers with an average length of service of 26.5 years as
they participated in an Incident Command and Control (ICC) Training
program. The subsequent application of the training in a public
order simulated learning exercise followed by application in their real
world field of operation. Whilst the wider study in which the officers
participated involved exploration of a number of researchable issues,
it is the data which provides insight into factors which influence police
officers in their decision-making which has been drawn from the
wider study for discussion as the center of interest in this paper. The
study involved identifying the factors which influenced the officers’
decision-making at three points in time on their learning continuum
i.e. pre simulation, post simulation and in operational policing. The
key purpose of the research was to (1) develop an understanding of
the factors senior police officers identify as influencing their decisionmaking and (2) how these may change in level of importance in the
reality of application to a simulated and real policing incident. To
contextualise the data and discussion presented in this paper it is
valuable to offer a brief explanation of the simulation environment and
scenario involved in the case study. The Hydra/Minerva simulation
environment designed by Professor Jonathan Crego (Crego, 1996) in
which the ICC simulation is conducted consists of:
• a plenary/lecture room which acts as both a briefing and debriefing
room

The NDM focus on field settings and its interest in complex
conditions provide insights for human factors practitioners about
ways to improve performance.
The study reported here draws the focus to understanding how
experienced field based officers’ perception of the factors which
influence decision-making in high risk high stakes situations are
influenced by simulated and real world policing application. Developing
an understanding of the difference between perception and reality for
those in the ‘hot seat’ contributes to the broader research imperatives
and discourse for developing education and training initiatives in this
domain.
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Figure I – Graphic depiction of Hydra/Minerva simulation environment
(Davies, 2013)
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Table I – Participant level of decision-making confidence and competence (n = 29) (Davies, 2013, p. 164)
Very Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Q.7: “As a police officer I feel confident
in my decision-making skills”.

4

13

12

Q.8: “I consider I am perceived by my
peers as competent and reliable
in my decision-making”.

2

15

11

1

Q.9: “I consider I am perceived by my
supervisors as competent and
confident in my decision-making”

3

14

11

1

Question No.

In this study a simulated policing scenario depicting an emerging
public order incident is rolled out in real time (e.g. if it takes 1 hour for
a resource to arrive in a real world incident, similarly, it takes 1 hour in
the simulated environment). Information is relayed into the team ‘pods’
via telephone, police radio and computer similarly the teams are able
to communicate via these tools as would be employed in a field based
incident. Participation in the ICC simulation is undertaken on the 5th
and final day of an Incident Command and Control course a goal of
which is to prepare officers to apply the ICCS decision-making model
in their field based operations.
The paper is not intended to provide a discussion centred on the
psychological influences on decision-making. There is a plethora of
work conducted in this area reaching back through the centuries.
A comprehensive collation of the foundation literature published in
relation to human factors influencing decision-making and particularly
as it relates to the military field is offered in the work of Jacobs and
Gaver (1998). The following discussion of the way in which the reality
of applying learned knowledge and skills for decision-making is
influenced by the reality of application has the potential to resonate
across the many and varied professions similarly accountable for
managing emerging or existing high risk situations e.g. medical,
military, fire and rescue.

Data Collection
To enable the capture of the participants’ views from a range of
sources a mixed method approach to data collection was employed
which included surveys with Likert scaled and open ended questions
and field based semi-structured interviews. A wealth of literature
advocates for this triangulated approach to data collection as an
avenue for eliciting a potential rich source of complementary data.
The seminal work of Neumann (1994) followed by Erzberger and Kelle
(2003) and Bergman (2008) suggests that combining both qualitative
and quantitative data offers a conduit for in-depth understanding of
case study participant experiences. As an objective of the research
was to understand what changes, if any occur to the influences on
decision-making in high risk, high stakes policing the data collection
was conducted in three phases.
Firstly, the conduct of a pre-simulation survey with Likert-scaled
and open ended questions the objective here to identify the factors
which influence decision-making and those sp anticipated to influence
decision-making in the simulated scenario. Secondly, completion of a
post-simulation survey with Likert-scaled and open ended questions
was designed to capture the participants’ reflection on the factors
which were realised as influential in the application of decisionAustralasian Policing A Journal of Professional Practice and Research

Undecided

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Very Strongly
Disagree

N/A

making skills in the simulated policing incident. Approximately four
months post-simulation participation, the third data collection phase
conducted consisted of semi-structured interviews with the case study
participants in their field based environment. The primary focus of the
semi-structured interview questions was to develop an understanding
of the post training and current influential factors on the officers’ field
based decision-making.

Phase One – Perceived factors influencing
decision-making
To contextualise the premise from which the participants’ offered
their insights into the factors which influence decision-making three
sets of data were collected. This data is helpful to understanding how
the participants viewed not only their own level of confidence and
competence, it also offered their insight into personal attributes and
workplace experience which influence the development of decisionmaking skills. The data in Table I presents the participants’ perspective
on their level of competence and capability in decision-making and is
not unexpectedly consistent with the participants’ length of service
and operational experience.
Underpinning the classified levels of confidence presented in Table I
are the factors these officers determined as being important personal
attributes which provide the basis for building confidence, competence
and capability for decision-making in the policing domain. There is a
wealth of literature the focus of which is the role of personality traits
on decision-making. Examples of such work is evidenced by de Bruin,
Parker, & Fischoff, (2007) which suggests that personal individual
differences may contribute to influencing decision-making. T
he work of Bigley and Roberts (2001) and Rand and Epstein (2014)
provide insight into the role of personal individual traits in decisionmaking for emergency and or high risk situations. In this study the
participants’ identification of such traits is valuable in the consideration
of the factors which influence their decision-making at the point of
application.
It is interesting to note the earlier work of Van Fleet and Yukl (1986)
as discussed in the literature review by Jacobs & Graver (1998) which
explored the personal traits and skills of military leaders identified
key areas of influence on decision-making as a combination of (1)
personal characteristics: ethical conduct, personal integrity; leadership
effectiveness and achievement; willingness to assume responsibility;
courage, daring; emotional balance and control; intellectual skills;
social and interpersonal skills and (2) work based skills: maintaining
coordination and team work and technical skills.
Page 33
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Table II – Personal attributes contributing to building decision-making capability (n = 29) (Davies, 2013, p.167)
Personal Attributes
Category

Inclusion

No. of responses
identifying
attribute

Personal
characteristics

Decisive
Confident
Calm
Fair/firm
Ethical/honest
Empathetic

20

“common sense, fair and firm”, “decisive”, “ability to remain calm”,
“not getting too excited –wound up, clouds judgment”, “integrity,
belief in own ability”, “calm, caring, honest”

Strength of character

Courage of convictions to follow through on decision
Leadership
Ability to make unpopular decisions
Ability to direct

19

“strength of character”, “courage to make difficult and at times
unpopular decisions”, “ability to make decision and stick to it facing
the consequences of decisions right or wrong”

Humility

Acceptance of errors and capacity to learn from failures
Ability to not blame others
Ability to accept advice/ reassess
Adaptable/flexible

17

“ability to consider alternatives”, “ability to seek advice”, “being able
to admit mistakes and learn from them”, “ability to reassess when
other information is made available”

Analytical skills

Problem-solving ability
Logical
Ability to remain impartial
Patience
Focused

14

“ability to quickly digest complex situations and make decisions”,
“ability to digest information”, ”analytical, logical”, “analytical thinker,
problem solver”

Trust in others

Trust in the ability of others

8

“ability to seek advice”, “trust in others”, “know your people”,
“take in different views”, “willingness to listen to others”, “ability to
comprehend others and understand their capabilities”

These traits align with the responses presented in Table II which were
collected from participants in 2010, indicating a potential enduring
core set of characteristics for decision-making in unpredictable, high
risk situations.
The value of presenting the background perspectives on the
contributing factors to good decision-making as provided in the
participant pre-simulation survey responses is two-fold. Firstly it
provides an additional lens through which to view the following insights
into the factors the participants identify as influential in their decisionmaking both in the simulation and their operational application; and
secondly it builds a participant pre-simulation decision-making profile.
To complete the pre-simulation decision-making profile participants
were asked to identify the work and experience based factors
contributing to the development of decision-making competence. This
was an important data collection inclusion as there is much work that
points to the influence of past experience on decision-making and this

Examples of participant responses

is a central tenant – what factors influence at the point of application
– of the study discussed in this paper. As Crego (2004); Flin &
Arbuthnot (2005); Juliusson, Karlsson, and Garling (2005); Rand &
Epstein (2014) and Sagi, & Friedland, (2007) discuss past experiences
influence in varying ways future decision-making application. Table III
summarises the responses received to this question. The responses
have been collated into category themes with key indicators of the
contributing experiences followed by the number of responses which
were collected under the category.
Completing the pre-simulation decision-making profile of the
participants is their response to the factors they consider contribute
to poor decision-making. Figure II offers a graphical representation of
the proportional influence of factors which the participants proffered
as contributors to poor decision-making. It is interesting to note the
factors identified in Figure II and their alignment with those presented
in the following Table IV as there are mirror images.

Table III – Work/Experience based factors contributing to development of decision-making competence (n = 29) (Davies, 2013, p.166)
Contributing factors to development of decision-making competence
Category

Inclusion

No. of responses
identifying these factors

Operational police experience

Practice making decisions
Application of decision-making skills
Trial and error
Decision-making in critical situations (life and death)
Observation of effect of decisions made

29

Education

On-the-job training
Internal NSW PF courses
External education (for example university)

14

Observing other officers
(senior and junior)

Observing good decision-making in practice
Observing how senior. officers make decisions
Observing the success and failure of decisions made by both senior & junior officers

14

Mentoring from senior officers

Receiving feedback from senior officers on decisions made on the job

7

Shadowing others in senior roles
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Phase Two – Factors which affect decisionmaking in the simulation environment

Figure II – Factors identified and ranked as contributors to poor
decision-making (Davies, 2013, p.174)

Pivotal to understanding the impact of experience in application of
decision-making is to identify the commencing (Phase One) set of
factors which the participants distinguished as key considerations
for decision-making and align those to the factors identified at each
application stage i.e. simulation and field based. Table IV presents
the influencing factors at Phase One of the study and is represented
during the discussion of Phase Two and Phase Three populated
with the factors and their ranking at these further two points in time
during the study. Of note is the emergence of a common set of
criteria through Tables II, III and IV, whilst expressed in a variety of
language and viewed through from differing perspectives the resultant
responses are complementary across and within the categories.
Similarly, the participants’ responses to the factors which influence
the development and application of good decision-making practices
validated those identified as contributing to demonstration of good
decision-making skills.

Central to the consideration of the participants’ reflections on the
factors which contributed to their decision-making during the Hydra/
Minerva simulation exercises is establishing their view of the realism
of the simulated environment. This is an important aspect in training
initiatives in the process of underpinning learning outcomes by
establishing authentic situated learning environments. Establishing
simulation exercises and environments which participants consider
is reflective of the real world contributes to the credibility of findings
emanating from the study of learning experiences in the simulated
environment. To capture the sense of realism, engagement and
immersion experienced by the participants in the ICC simulation
exercise data was collected through exploring their view on a number
of different aspects of the experience. The response to the postsimulation question: I consider the scenario depicted in the simulation
was reflective of real situations, the 21 respondents agreed with this
statement. Participants were asked in the post-simulation survey to
comment on the sense of realism they experienced in the simulation
exercise. Table VI presents the collation of the responses by category
and provides an example of the response and provides a rich insight
into the participant experience and observation in relation to the
realism of the simulated environment. The factors indicated by the
participants offers a valuable contribution to the design of simulation
environments, particularly those aspects related to the category
of elements presented in Table VI features within the simulated
environment.
Table VI – Elements influencing realism of ICC simulation (n=12)
(Davies, 2013, p.132)
Element

Comments

Pressure

“I felt under pressure, was very realistic in the sense of calls
coming in just like they do in the real world. For example when
I was trying to get a bus, I couldn’t get a bus” (P.8)
“It is difficult to create an atmosphere that produces the
pressure of a reactionary incidence policing event that is
taking place through the simulation exercise it did provide an
environment that the expectations of participants to perform at
a high level are real” (P.18)

Figure III – Factors ranked as 1st consideration for decision-making
pre-simulation (Davies, 2013, p.170)

The analysed data presented in Table IV and represented in Figure III is
drawn from the ranking participants placed on the influencing factors
for their decision-making. Reviewing the factors participants indicated
contribute to poor decision-making (Figure II) i.e. lack of time, not risk
assessing, lack of information in light of the factors presented in Table
IV as being key considerations for decision-making illuminates the
significance of these factors in the decision-making process.

Timing

“The real time based incident gives you a sense of realism”
(P.21)
Accuracy of
information

“Making decisions on what you have been told … and that
is not always straight forward, some of the information was
conflicting … it is reflective of real time you don’t often know
for certain what is actually right” (P.4)

Environment
(incident details)

“As the real time based exercise progressed it gives you that
sense of realism and you find yourself quickly immersed in the
incident whatever role it is you are playing” (P.21)

Table IV – Identification and ranking of
Phase One factors influencing decision-making
Factor

Presimulation

NSWPF policy

1

Risk (safety to officers & others)

2

Outcome required

2

Impact of decision

3

Time constraints

4

Context

4

Knowledge of subject

4

Postsimulation

Field
based

“As soon as we started the radio started blaring as we started
working on the map, time logs, listening making decisions it felt
like we were there” (P.16)
Environment
(noise)

“The noise, the participation of everyone else and that is just
like a real situation” (P.1)

Resources

“For example when I was trying to get a bus I couldn’t get a bus
just as happens in reality” (P.8)
“Just like in the field, we were trying to find units, there was a
highway patrol we couldn’t find, we were waiting for Intel to
come in and resources to arrive” (P.24)

Expectations

“Very close to real life jobs that go on, the detail and
expectation are very similar to what happens in the field” (P.15)

Stressful

“Hectic and stressful at times, you lose the thought process
that it is just a simulation exercise” (P.21)

Real time
incident detail

“I appreciated the use of an actual past incident for the exercise
as I have been involved in other exercises which in my view
would not be reflective of real situations” (P.21)

Knowing your people
Community perception/media/political
Consultation
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“Time just disappeared [during the exercise] because it was a
continuing exercise and felt real” (P.23)
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The responses as presented in Table VI indicate the participants
experienced a sense of realism and engagement in the ICC simulation
environment. Extending an understanding of level of realism and
engagement experienced is assisted through capturing the sense of
immersion and presence experienced by the participants. There is a
plethora of literature developed over the past 40 years devoted to the
concepts of immersion and presence (see Dede, 2009; Sadowski &
Stanney, 2002; Santos et al., 2005; Slater, 2004; Slater et al., 1996).
The general acknowledgement is that immersion is experienced when
the environment elicits a suspension of feeling that it is a simulated
environment and the participant is able to interact/action in the
environment as they would in the real world. The explanation offered
by Dede (2009, p.66) reflects this general acknowledgment and is
reflected in the comments offered by participants in relation to their
experience and as presented in Table VI:
Immersion is the subjective impression that one is participating in
a comprehensive, realistic experience ... immersion … involves the
willing suspension of disbelief, and the design of immersive learning
experiences that induce this disbelief draws on sensory, actional
and symbolic factors.
The importance of identifying that the participants considered the
simulated environment to be reflective of the real world and for them to
act and react as they would in a real world policing incident contributes
to the validity of the data in relation to factors which influence decisionmaking in the simulated environment.
Table VII presents the participants identification of the factors which
influenced their decision-making in the ICC simulation exercise. It is
at this point that there is an emergence of the influence application of
decision–making skills has on the factors which participants identified
as the key contributors to their decision-making (as presented in
Section 2.2).
Table VII – Factors and their ranking influencing
decision-making in the ICC simulation
Factor

Presimulation

NSWPF policy

1

Risk (safety to officers & others)

2

Outcome required

2

Impact of decision

3

Time constraints

4

Context

4

Knowledge of subject

4

Time as it relates to leadership and
resilience to retain strategic direction

4

Postsimulation

Field
based

2

knowledge. An example (Davies 2013, p. 188-189) of this reflection
and articulation is evidenced in the voice of Participant 4:
... personal knowledge of the commanders on the ground is critical,
gives you an element of confidence you know that if you get advice
from them then if you know their capability and skill level you can
say that is a good thing or not.
Similarly Participant 13 commented:
.. one of the biggest things about making decisions is the team
you are working with if the team is switched on then ability to make
decisions is amplified.
In referring to the valuable learning aspects experienced from
participation in the ICC simulation, collegiality and team work were
identified by the participants as a key learning outcome. Here
providing additional support to the importance of this factor in the
decision-making process. In light of the team work required in
managing a response to high risk and high stakes situations across a
multitude of professions, this insight offers guidance to the planning
and preparation of both education initiatives and real world application.
Irrevocably connected to the element of team work is consultation.
It is interesting to note that this element was separately identified,
giving it a level of prominence which could not be ignored. Here also
embedded in this element is the notion of consultation also impacting
on knowledge of subject and risk. These two factors were not
identified specifically as influencing the decision-making process in the
simulation, however, it is reasonable to acknowledge that consultation
brings with it the potential for advancing information in the area of risk
and knowledge of subject.
A further element identified at this junction was the notion of time as
it relates to strategic decision making. There would be little argument
from those responsible for managing high risk situations that time
is a critical factor and generally there is not enough time. Here the
participants identified the importance of making time to be able to step
back from the detail and continue to monitor the strategic approach
to the application of decision-making often difficult to maintain in the
‘heat of the moment’. Whilst identified as challenging to find the time
and maintain the sense of detachment to view the management from
a strategic perspective, it was nonetheless identified as an essential
key factor influencing the decision-making process.
The shift in prominence of the factors influencing decision-making in
the field of application when considered in the light of those identified
pre simulation and post simulation has valuable insight to offer to
police and command training more generally.

2

Knowing your people & your team

1

Consultation

3

Community perception/media/political

It is valuable to provide the background explanation to the factors
identified by the participants as having the major influence on their
decision-making in the simulation. It is interesting that the factor
identified as knowing your people and your team was not one of
prominence prior to the application of decision-making skills in the
ICC simulation exercise. An indication of the prominence of this factor
is realised in 11 of the 13 participants identifying this element as their
immediate response when discussing the decision-making process
they undertook in the simulated environment. Whilst this element
was not evident pre-simulation the recognition that this element is
influential in the decision-making process for commanders of high
risk high stakes incidents may have gained further prominence due
to the commanders in the simulated environment being required to
work with others whose capabilities of whom they did not have prior
Australasian Policing A Journal of Professional Practice and Research

Phase Three – Factors influencing field based
decision-making
As the participants indicated the ICC simulation environment was
representative of the policing incidents in the real world of operational
policing. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the factors which
influence decision making in the field would have an alignment with
those identified in the simulated environment. For those practitioners
with responsibility for making decisions in their field of operation which
contribute to managing responses to emerging or existing high risk
and high stakes situations the data in Table VIII has the potential to
find ready recognition.
The factors which influence decision-making in the field of operation do
not readily identify as individualistic elements. Whilst the data indicated
the level of priority of influencing factors the participant responses
indicated the interdependent influence of the factors on each other.
The risk factor (safety to officers and others) whilst identify by the
participants and the number one priority in their decision making, the
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participants were at length to explain the interdependency and that
safety did not stand alone. For example Participant 21 suggested that
officer safety as “paramount and is foremost in my mind when making
decisions” and it is in parallel to consideration of “making sure we have
the resources, but at the same time what kind of risks am I exposing
my people to” (Davies, 2013, p. 201).
Similarly, the participants explanation of the factors which influence
their field based decision-making acknowledge that the elements
intertwine, for example the time available to make decisions is
dependent of the critical (level of risk) nature of the incident.
Underpinning the identification of the factors which influence field
based decision-making is, until this phase an unspoken element. The
level of experience of the person making the decisions. Participant 13
made the following observation which was tied into their identification
of time available as an influential factor:
… sometimes you don’t get the opportunity [to take the time to sit
back and work through a process] you have to go on a gut feeling
and go quickly and there is a lot more to that gut feeling ... all the
things that are stored in your head at the time. (Davies, 2013,
p. 200).
The suggestion that experience is a factor influencing decision
making as an underpinning element emerges also from the words of
Participant 21 in commenting:

those tasked with incident management. The corresponding rush
to build the capacity and preparedness of decision-makers in the
incident management domain of necessity requires a cautious
approach founded on evidence based research initiatives which seek
to contribute to the body of knowledge in this domain. Whilst this
paper reports on a preliminary research endeavour focussed on the
impact of decision-making skill application be it in the virtual and /or
in the real world the findings offer valuable insight for future education
and training programs for organisations responsible for developing
capacity to manage often chaotic, unpredictable and potentially
destructive events.
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